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ABSTRACT 
The American University in Cairo 
Evaluating the efficacy of liposomal delivery of nedaplatin in enhancing cytotoxicity, 
genotoxicity and DNA damage in lung, breast and osteosarcoma cancer cell lines 
 
BY: Salma Abdelnaser 
Under the supervision of Dr. Andreas Kakarougkas 
 
Today, cancer is the second leading cause of death worldwide where chemotherapy is one of 
the common strategies to control it. Platinum-based chemotherapeutic drugs (PBDs) are a 
mainstay in chemotherapy due to their high effectiveness in a wide spectrum of cancer types. 
Severe toxicity and innate or acquired drug resistance are the two main problems limiting 
PBD clinical use. One approach to overcome both problems is by employing cancer-targeting 
drug delivery systems where liposomes, in particular, are gaining much attention in oncology 
application and have established superior potency compared to the corresponding free drugs 
in clinical application already.  
This study aims to evaluate the cytotoxicity of liposome-encapsulated nedaplatin, a second 
generation platinum-based anticancer drug which is clinically available and heavily used in 
Japan only thus far, in comparison to its non-encapsulated free form in three cancer cell lines; 
non-small cell lung cancer A549, breast cancer MCF7 and osteosarcoma U2OS. The novel 
liposome was designed and produced in the Chemistry department at The American 
University in Cairo and showed promising physicochemical properties which were found to 
be reflected biologically. We evaluated cytotoxicity using different approaches including 
MTT, live cell counting, clonogenic survival assay and Cytokinesis Block Proliferation Index 
(CBPI) assay, all showing statistically significant superior anti-proliferative effects for 
liposomal nedaplatin. Genotoxicity in terms of chromosomal damage assessed through 
micronucleus formation fold changes and DNA damage in the form of DNA double-strand 
breaks (DSBs), the most deleterious type of DNA damage and one known to be induced by 
PBD-DNA interstrand crosslinking, supported superior activity of  liposomal nedaplatin from 
which it was inferred that the liposomal formulation  
demonstrated successful drug delivery to the molecular target, DNA, achieving good drug 
release and expected cellular distribution. Nedaplatin was shown to induce cell death through 
apoptosis in the 3 cell lines as demonstrated in nuclear morphological changes and pre-
apoptotic marker signals identified by immunofluorescent staining for gH2AX.   
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Global and national cancer statistics 
Cancer is the second leading cause of death worldwide after cardiovascular disease, with its 
growing burden moving it from the third leading cause of death in 1990 to the second in 2013 
(Naghavi, 2015), and with predictions that the number of cancer patients will double by 2050 
(Hang, Cooper, & Ziora, 2016). Approximately 70% of global cancer deaths occur in low and 
middle-income countries (Ferlay et al., 2015) 
In Egypt, cancer incidence rates were recently reported by the National Cancer Registry 
Program (NCRP), based on population statistics as opposed to previously reported incidence 
rates derived from hospital registries, to be 166.6 per 100,000 for both sexes, with a slightly 
higher incidence rate in males versus females and again a projection of a 3-fold increase in 
incident cancer by 2050 relative to 2013 was reported( Ibrahim, Khaled, Mikhail, & Baraka, 
2014).  
Interventions for treating cancer include surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, gene therapy, 
immunotherapy, hormone therapy and targeted therapy. Treatment strategy is determined 
based on the cancer type and stage. More than one kind of treatment can be used. 
Approximately half of all cancer patients are treated with radiation alone or radiation in 
combination with chemotherapy or surgery (Kaliberov & Buchsbaum, 2012).  
 
1.2 Classes of chemotherapy drugs 
Substantial research in the field of chemistry of chemotherapy from 1960s to 1980s led to 
more than 700 FDA-approved drugs. These can be classified into 6 main classes of 
chemotherapy or anti-cancer drugs: i) platinum drugs; ii) anti-microtubule agents; iii) anti 
metabolites; iv) anticancer antibiotics; v) alkylating agents and vi) others including various 
natural products and inhibitors of various signaling proteins. Platinum drugs will be discussed 
throughout this thesis, a brief description of the 5 other classes is given.  
Anti-microtubule agents include two classes of drugs; vinca alkaloids and taxanes. While 
both target the microtubules and therefore interfere with mitosis, they bind tubulin at different 
sites and have different consequences on microtubulin assembly (mitotic spindle). Vinca 
alkaloids such as vinblastine interfere with the polymerization of tubulin and hence assembly 
of the mitotic spindle and the taxanes such as paclitaxel prevent the de-polymerization of 
tubulin, stabilizing the mitotic spindle (Mukhtar, Adhami, & Mukhtar, 2014). 
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Antimetabolites are drugs that interfere with normal metabolic processes within cells. 
Methotrexate, for example interferes with the metabolic process that ultimately produces 
purines and pyrimidines, and 5-fluorouracil, as a nucleoside analog, inhibits the action of 
thymidylate synthase also reducing cellular thymidine needed for DNA replication (Kaye, 
1998). Those two former classes of chemotherapy are known to be cell cycle specific as the 
former acts on cells in M phase, while the second in S phase.  The other two classes are non-
cell cycle specific;  anticancer antibiotics, and these are extracted from microbes and for most 
of them DNA is their molecular target to which they bind and prevent RNA synthesis which 
is important for any cell cycle. This includes aromatic polyketides (anthracyclines) such as  
doxocrubicin, glycopeptides such as bleomycin (Bhattacharya & Mukherjee, 2015) and the 
other is alkylating agents, the oldest class of chemotherapy drugs, which cause cross-linking 
of DNA strands, DNA breaks and abnormal base pairing it is non cell-cycle specific and it 
prevents cells from dividing eventually leading to their death (Ralhan & Kaur, 2007). Worth 
noting is that the majority of cells in solid tumors are non-cycling, therefore non-cell cycle 
specific drugs could be useful in targeting that sub-population (Olive & Banàth, 2009). 
The class of chemotherapeutic drugs listed here as 'others', which spans several different 
drugs from natural products with anti-cancer activity to synthesized drugs acting on a variety 
of pathways, includes targeted cancer therapeutics which includes various drugs that address 
different cellular processed/mechanisms, unlike the first 5 described classes that are grouped 
by their mechanism of action. It is worth elaborating on this classification of targeted cancer 
therapy as it has one main feature and advantage over the drugs in the described classes 
which is conferring selectivity to the tumor or cancer cells.  
 
1.2.1 Targeted chemotherapy 
Targeted cancer therapeutics rely on the understanding of the molecular events underlying 
human cancers. A large number of chemotherapeutic drugs specifically target hypothesized 
oncogenic drivers to which tumors are potentially addicted to. The first targeted 
chemotherapeutic drug was tamoxifen, approved in 1970 a short period before the approval 
of the first platinum drug, cisplatin. Tamoxifen targets the estrogen receptor ER and 
modulates its activity (Yan, Rosen, & Arteaga, 2011). Kinases, represent one of the common 
targets of targeted cancer therapeutic drugs, as they are commonly mutated or differentially-
regulated in various cancers and play fundamental roles in signaling pathways conferring 
tumors pro-survival and treatment resistance mechanisms. A recent review by Yan et al., 
enlists successful clinically available targeted chemotherapeutic agents as well as those in late 
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clinical trials (Yan et al., 2011). Targeted chemotherapeutics can work through addressing the 
immune system to attack cancer cells, endocrine system by preventing hormones from 
binding to certain hormone receptors or even further the production of certain hormones, the 
rapidly-forming vasculatureor angiogenesis system, or the tumor directly via targeted drugs 
or prodrugs. One of the problems regarding targeted cancer therapeutics is that cancer cells 
can become resistant to them, meaning even if  the addressed target's role becomes nullified 
and inactive, cancer cells can still proliferate and progress through different aberrant 
pathways as most human tumors harbor several mutations that lead to activation of multiple 
signaling pathways, so this redundancy in the signaling systems lowers the potential for 
single agent anti-cancer activity. Furthermore, latest research findings show that tumor 
heterogeneity with respect to molecular targets cause failure of targeted chemotherapeutic 
drugs in many cases (Padma, 2015). This however, has led to the emergence of personalized 
treatment, which basically matches each patient, through screening for  genes, proteins and 
regulatory elements unique for their cancer, with the best suitable treatment, ensuring that the 
most suitable drug is given at the right time (stage or progression) of the patient's cancer. 
 
1.2.2 Platinum-based drugs 
Today, platinum-based chemotherapy is a backbone of cancer treatment, with more than 50% 
of cancer patients receiving chemotherapy using platinum drugs (Hang et al., 2016). This 
class of drugs is applied in a variety of cancers such as breast, colorectal, lung, esophageal, 
gastric, cervical, ovarian, testicular cancers as well as melanomas, myelomas and lymphomas 
(Hang et al., 2016).  
 
1.2.2.1 Mechanism of action 
The mechanism of action of platinum based drugs is thought to be through crosslinking with 
DNA, modifying the 3D-DNA structure, inhibiting DNA synthesis and saturating the cellular 
capacity of repair. A direct relationship between cytotoxic effect of platinum drugs and th 
number of DNA bound platinum atoms was shown for several platinum-based drugs 
(Shaloam & Tchounwou, 2014). Diaquo-platinum species react with amine groups of DNA, 
RNA and proteins. However, the levels of platinum atoms bound to proteins and RNA are too 
low to show significant anti-cancer effects (Jung & Lippard, 2007). Evidence that DNA is the 
molecular target of platinum-based drugs stems from the very early observation of Rosenberg 
on filamentous growth of bacteria and cessation of cellular division, a characteristic of DNA-
damaging agents. Furthermore, experiments on DNA repair-deficient cells showing higher 
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sensitivity to cisplatin, as well as the correlation found between platinum-DNA adduct levels 
and sensitivity of treated cells all reflect that platinum-drugs cause damage to DNA and that 
confers cytotoxicity (Jung & Lippard, 2007).  
The reaction of aquated platinum drugs with DNA primarily results in 1,2-intrastrand (~90%) 
and 1,3-intrastrand crosslinks (~10%) and as few as 1% intrastrand crosslinks, which are 
minor in frequency but highly detrimental (Desoize & Madoulet, 2002). Other studies 
estimated intrastrand cross links caused by platinum drugs to be only 50 times more than 
interstrand cross links (Olive & Banàth, 2009). Platinum adduct formation can form as one 
for every 1 x 10^5 bases yielding 10,000 platinum atoms per cell (Desoize & Madoulet, 
2002). These adducts cause bending of the DNA duplex, facilitate binding of proteins such as 
HMG1 which can then induce a number of cellular responses such as cell cycle arrest, 
inhibition of DNA replication and transcription, and cell apoptosis and necrosis (Liu, He, 
Wang, & Lin, 2013).  
 
1.2.2.2 Mechanisms of resistance 
Resistance to platinum-drugs can be either intrinsic, represented by the cancer types which 
are non-sensitive to platinum-drugs, or acquired such as ovarian cancers. Resistance can be 
classified into two main groups: before the target, represented in pharmacokinetics of the 
drug and cellular uptake or interactions with competing cellular molecules other than DNA, 
after the target, represented in enhanced DNA repair of the platinum adducts, or modification 
of expression in signaling pathways and apoptosis (Desoize & Madoulet, 2002).   
Decreased accumulation of platinum inside cells is reported to be the most common 
mechanism of resistance (Desoize & Madoulet, 2002). Platinum drugs enter the cell via 
several routes; diffusion, passive and active transport. Copper transporter 1 (CTR1) a 
transmembrane protein involved in copper homeostasis, was shown to play an important role 
in cisplatin uptake where Ctr1-deficient mice accumulates much less cisplatin than Ctr1-
proficient mice, also, downregulation of Ctr1 is observed in cisplatin-resistant cells (Dilruba 
& Kalayda, 2016). On the other hand, ATP7A and ATP7B copper-extruding ATPases were 
found to participate in cisplatin export where ATP7A sequesters cisplatin in vesicles 
preventing the distribution of the drug, and ATP7B is responsible for its efflux (Dilruba & 
Kalayda, 2016). Recently, a role for the volume-regulated anion channels (VRACs) was 
implicated in cisplatin resistance (Planells-Cases et al., 2015).       
Another pre-target mechanism of resistance is the cellular level of cytoplasmic nucleophiles 
such as glutathione (GSH), methionine, metallothionens, and cysteine-rich proteins (Dilruba 
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& Kalayda, 2016), these act as scavengers limiting the levels of available reactive platinum 
species to bind DNA, reducing its toxicity and therefore contributing to drug resistance. 
Again, this is in line with elevated levels of glutathione or glutathione-S-transferase observed 
in platinum-resistant cells (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016).    
After-target mechanisms of resistance such as enhanced DNA repair of platinum is widely 
reported. NER is the primary repair system for platinum intrastrand cross-links, which 
represent the vast majority of pt-adducts, interfering with DNA replication.  Enhanced NER 
activity is associated with platinum drug resistance in ovarian cancers (Jung & Lippard, 
2007). Similarly, the favorable response rates of testicular cancer patients to cisplatin is 
associated with low NER activity represented in low XPA, XPF and ERCC1 expression 
(Basu & Krishnamurthy, 2010). Platinum-adducts are recognized by two different 
mechanisms, both leading to NER, these are transcription-coupled repair (TCR) and global 
genomic repair (GGR). A stalled RNA polymerase II acts as damage recognition protein 
initiating TCR through interactions with Cockayne syndrome proteins CSA and CSB. For pt-
adducts not met by RNA polymerase II proteins, a GGR system starts with the recognition of 
the adduct by XPC-HR23B proteins. After either damage recognition system, NER occurs 
through the DNA loading of XPA, TFIIH, and RPA. Then through the action of subunits of 
TFIIIH (XPB and XPD helicases), the DNA at the site of platination is unwound, allowing 
the loading of XPG onto unfolded DNA. Then XPF-ERCC1 is loaded  to the NER complex 
and a dual incision occurs, cleaving a 24-32 oligonucleotide stretch containing the pt-adduct. 
RPA aids in the recruitment of DNA synthesis factors such as PCNA and RFC to fill in the 
gap (Jung & Lippard, 2007).  
The role of mismatch repair in platinum-DNA damage is in fact not repair but DNA damage 
recognition further signaling apoptosis through activation of JUN and c-abl kinases. 
Downregulated MMR genes is associated with cisplatin resistance (Dilruba & Kalayda, 
2016).   
Finally, interstrand cross links are repaired by an interplay between Homologous 
Recombination pathway (HR), NER and Fanconi Anemia factors. In vitro-studies on HR-
deficient cells showed enhanced sensitivity to cisplatin, and double mutations in NER and 
HR showed further sensitivity compared to either mutation alone. Non-homogous-end-
joining (NHEJ) on the other hand, when knocked out in mammalian cells, did not affect cell 
sensitivity to cisplatin (Jung & Lippard, 2007). However, the DNA damage recognition 
molecules at interstrand cross links are not yet clear. It is shown that recognition proteins 
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recognizing intrastrand cross links do not interact with interstrand cross links, and recent 
evidence shows that collapsed replication forks, recruit HR proteins to restore synthesis.  
Similar to deregulation of DNA repair, defects in signaling pathways eventually leading to 
apoptosis, is another mechanism of resistance to platinum drugs post-target. Inactivation of 
p53 tumor suppressor, reported in half of human neoplasms, is one example and 
overexpression of ERBB2, member of the EGFR family, is associated with resistance to 
cisplatin in lung cacers (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016).  
 
1.2.2.3 Cisplatin 
The first and most widely used platinum drug is cisplatin, whose cytotoxic properties were 
serendipitously discovered by Rosenberg in 1960s while analyzing the effect of electric field 
on bacterial growth and consequently identifying the platinum anode used and the resulting 
electrolytic products to be responsible for the inhibition of bacterial cell division (Monneret, 
2011). The efficacy of cisplatin in testicular cancer was dramatic improving the cure rate 
previously achieved using other chemotherapeutic drugs from 5-10% to 75-80% and 90-
100% when tumors are discovered early (Jung & Lippard, 2007). Cisplatin was FDA 
approved in 1979 and showed activity against a wide spectrum of solid cancers including 
testicular, ovarian, cervical, head and neck and lung cancers, sarcomas and lymphomas 
(Monneret, 2011). However, due to numerous side effects such as severe nephrotoxicity, 
allergic reactions, hearing loss, decreased immunity and infections, gastrointestinal disorders, 
as well as acquired and/or innate resistance to cisplatin, the design of other platinum-based 
drugs was sought for reduced toxicity and improved efficacy (Shaloam & Tchounwou, 2014). 
Thirty years, and 3000 developed analogs later, only 25 are in clinical trials, while a handful 
are already approved for clinical use in humans including carboplatin (approved since 1989) 
and oxaliplatin (2002) which are approved globally, and nedaplatin approved in Japan (1996), 
lobaplatin in China (2004), and heptaplatin in Korea (2005) (Hang et al., 2016). In general, 
these platinum derivatives do not have higher anti-cancer activity, but they are less toxic than 
cisplatin. Carboplatin and Nedaplatin are reported to be cross-resistant to cisplatin-resistant 
cancers, however there are opposing reports on this matter as later discussed, while 
oxaliplatin does not show cross-resistance (Desoize & Madoulet, 2002).         
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of clinically used platinum drugs 
 
1.2.2.4 Carboplatin 
Mainly addressing the severe toxicity of cisplatin, several second generation platinum-based 
drugs were designed among which carboplatin was designed to have a different leaving group 
than of cisplatin. In carboplatin the leaving group is a 5,8-dioxa-spiro[3,4]octane-6,7-dione 
ring (bidentate cyclobutane dicarboxylate) instead of the chloride atoms , making the leaving 
group less labile therefore exhibiting lower aquation rate, lower reactivity and also 
consequently slower DNA binding kinetics.Being more stable than cisplatin and being 
excreted mainly unchanged in the urine, are some of the reasons for  limited nephrotoxicity of 
carboplatin. Reduced nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicty, and ototoxicity were observed, however a 
major drawback is its myelosuppressive effect, which is its dose-limiting effect, as 
neutropenia increases risks of infection and thrombocytopenia being even a more severe 
effect (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016). Its myelosuppressive effect has been reported as a 
dramatic  lower blood cell and platelet output, sometimes as low as 10% of its original 
production level (Shaloam & Tchounwou, 2014).  Due to its lower reactivity carboplatin has 
lower anti-cancer activity and limited efficacy in some cancers treated by cisplatin such as 
bladder, head and neck, and testicular cancer. Therefore, cisplatin remains the drug of choice 
for these cancers. However, also due to its reduced toxicity, it is used for more aggressive 
high-dose chemotherapy and has almost replaced cisplatin in combination regimens with 
paclitaxel for ovarian cancer (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016).  
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1.2.2.5 Oxaliplatin 
To overcome resistance against cisplatin, third generation platinum drugs were developed, of 
which oxaliplatin was designed to have 1,2-diaminocyclohexane (DACH) ligand and oxalate 
as a bidentate leaving group. Again, the bidentate oxalate lowers the reactivity and therefore 
reduced the nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity induced by cisplatin, however, the dose-limiting 
toxicity is peripheral sensory neuropathy. It is suggested that damage in the nucleolus of 
ganglionic sensory neurons, responsible for the neurotoxicity, is caused by inhibition of 
rRNA synthesis (Francesco, Ruggiero, & Riccardi, 2002). Another suggested explanation is 
that the bidentate oxalate metabolite, which is hydrolysed, chelates calcium ions and thereby 
blocking the voltage-gated sodium channels, producing acute toxicity and neuropathy in the 
long term in neurons (Francesco et al., 2002). However, owing to its hydrophobicity, under 
equilibrium conditions it was found that only 12% of the drug was found in plasma 
ultrafiltrate, whereas 35% was bound to plasma proteins and 53% detected in red blood cells 
associated to cytosolic proteins and cell membranes. 
The bulky DACH, which is maintained in the final cytotoxic metabolites of the drug, is 
thought to contribute to the greater cytotoxicity compared to cisplatin and carboplatin as well 
as lack of cross-resistance. The lipophilic DACH increases the passive uptake of the drug and 
is thought to employ other routes of cellular entry (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016). While cisplatin 
and carboplatin share a common spectrum of cancers to which they show efficacy, oxaliplatin 
is the first platinum drug to demonstrate activity in other cancers insensitive to cisplatin and 
carboplatin such as colorectal and gastric cancers in which it is used in a combination with 5-
fluorouracil and folinic acid or leucovorin, a combination known as FOLFOX for their 
additive synergistic effect (Monneret, 2011). Furthermore, this bulkier ligand induces 
different conformational distortion on DNA. Similar to cisplatin and carboplatin, oxaliplatin 
was shown to form intrastrand cross links between adjacent guanine bases or adjacent 
guanine and adenine, however, it is to a lower extent, reported as 2- to 6- fold less DNA 
adducts than cisplatin at equitoxic doses in one study (Woynarowski, Chapman, Napier, 
Herzig, & Juniewicz, 1998) and as low as 10-fold lower ratio of adducts relative to cisplatin 
at equitoxic doses in another (Kweekel, Gelderblom, & Guchelaar, 2005). Another difference 
regarding pt-DNA damage is that less DNA double strand breaks were formed with 
oxaliplatin compared to cisplatin-treated mouse lymphoma or human breast cancer cells 
(Bruno et al., 2017). This could hint that while lower in number, oxaliplatin-DNA adducts 
could be more cytotoxic than an equivalent number of cisplatin-DNA adducts, or that 
formation of platinum adducts is not the only mechanism of action explaining the anti-cancer 
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effect. There is increasing support that oxaliplatin interferes with RNA synthesis while 
cisplatin does not and with proteins that are not readily as reactive with hydrophilic cisplatin 
which could inactivate cellular proteins and lead to toxicity (Francesco et al., 2002). Another 
difference regarding oxaliplatin and cisplatin DNA adducts is their differential recognition by 
DNA damage recognition and repair proteins. The bulky DACH ligand leads to a much lower 
recognition by mismatch repair (MMR) proteins. Interestingly, MMR proteins bind cisplatin-
DNA adducts, shielding them from further repair, prolonging the life of the lesions, and 
impairing the efficacy of the replication by-pass system, and contributing to an apoptotic 
signal through a JNK and c-abl signaling pathway. This means that proficient MMR cells 
when treated with cisplatin would die due to an apoptotic signal, impaired repair rescue and 
impaired replication bypass rescue. And on the other hand, MMR-deficient cells when treated 
with cisplatin, are shown to be resistant as the replication bypass is not impaired and cells can 
bypass these cisplatin DNA adducts. This explanation is in line with the studies reporting the 
correlation between MMR-defective pathway and resistance to cisplatin. On the other hand, 
oxaliplatin-DNA adducts, owing to their DACH ligands, are not recognized by MMR, but 
this doesn't lead to a similar scenario to that of MMR-deficient cells when treated with 
cisplatin, in other words, this doesn't lead to a lower cytotoxicity of oxaliplatin where it could 
be thought that low MMR recognition could lead to an enhanced replication bypass, this 
shows that oxaliplatin anti-cancer activity is MMR-independent and this shows that for 
MMR-deficient patients that can bypass cisplatin-DNA adducts and lead to reduced 
cytotoxicity or more resistence, oxaliplatin is a good treatment option and this actually is one 
reason why oxaliplatin is used for colon cancers which are frequently MMR deficient as a 
result of promoter hypermethylation in MMR genes (Kweekel et al., 2005).  
Another explanation for the efficacy of oxaliplatin in treatment of colorectal cancer, a disease 
extremely insensitive to earlier platinum analogues, could be based on differential cellular 
uptake.  Organic cation transporters OCT1, OCT2, OCT3 which are active transporters have 
been reported to mediate cellular uptake of oxaliplatin but not cisplatin, carboplatin or 
nedaplatin (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016; Yonezawa & Inui, 2011) and colorectal cancer cells 
overexpress OCT transporters  (Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016; Yokoo et al., 2008). While 
platinum drugs are uptaken through Ctr (copper transporters), which are channel-like 
transporters ubiquitously expressed in different tissues, OCTs could have stronger activity 
than Ctr1 and Ctr1 expression was shown to be downregulated after cisplatin treatment. 
Therefore, oxaliplatin being uptaken through the extra route of OCT transporters could have 
an accumulation advantage over cisplatin in colorectal cancers (Yonezawa & Inui, 2011).   
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Finally, a recent study on several platinum-based drugs including both oxaliplatin and 
cisplatin showed that there are major differences in the mechanisms of action of cisplatin and 
oxaliplatin. While both formed the same type of DNA adducts, with oxaliplatin being but to a 
smaller extent, oxaliplatin did not induce a DNA damage response, resulted in significantly 
fewer highly toxic DSBs than cisplatin, and induced a ribosome biogenesis stress which was 
shown as a dramatic 50% reduction in rRNA synthesis within 30 minutes of drug treatment, 
but rapidly increasing gradually many folds, a phenotype paralleled by actinomycin D, a 
well-known inducer of ribosome biogenesis stress, and not cisplatin. This oxaliplatin-induced 
stress on ribosomes was reflected on global translational machinery showing disrupted 
protein synthesis as early as 9 hours after treatment on multiple tested cell lines (Bruno et al., 
2017). As a result of ribosomal stress, a signaling pathway involving the ribosomal protein 
RPL11 plays a role in oxaliplatin-induced cell death through binding to MDM2 and thereby 
blocking the interaction between MDM2 and p53 which normally leads to p53 ubiquitination 
and degradation, this results in p53-dependent cell death (Y. Zhang et al., 2015). This study 
showed that the ability of oxaliplatin to cross-link DNA might be not very relevant to its main 
mechanism of action.    
 
1.2.2.6 Nedaplatin 
Nedaplatin is a second-generation platinum-drug FDA approved but only used in Japan since 
1995. Its spectrum of anti-cancer activity largely overlaps with cisplatin, as it is clinically 
used in Japan since its approval for treating small and non small cell lung cancer, head and 
neck, esophageal, bladder, ovary and cervix cancer (Hang et al., 2016). It has shown 
promising results in several clinical trials phases I and II when used in combination 
chemotherapy for treatment of metastatic oesophageal cancer with paclitaxel, and in non-
small cell lung cancer with geftinib (Ali, A Wani, Saleem, & Haque, 2013). It is also reported 
to be useful as a radio-sensitizing agent (Shimada, Itamochi, & Kigawa, 2013; Yin et al., 
2014). It has improved toxicity compared to cisplatin owing to its different leaving group 
rendering it less reactive, a five-membered ring structure in which glycolate is bound to 
platinum ion as bidentate ligand. The rate limiting step of platinum drug binding to 
intracellular targets is the intracellular rate of hydrolysis, the rate constant of cisplatin 
hydrolysis is the fastest, 19 times that of nedaplatin, and 107 times that of carboplatin. 
Nedaplatin has been shown to have anti-cancer activity higher than carboplatin and 
comparable to cisplatin (Ali et al., 2013).  
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It has been confirmed that the type of combined bases via platinum adducts in nedaplatin are 
identical to those observed with cisplatin. The lower nephrotoxicity observed with nedaplatin, 
as well as carboplatin, compared to cisplatin owe to the fact that neither nedaplatin or 
cisplatin are substrates for the kidney-specific OCT2 transporters, reducing platinum 
accumulation in kidney cells, while oxaliplatin and cisplatin are. However, the reduced 
accumulation of oxaliplatin in kidney cells compared to cisplatin owes to the additional 
export by MATE-k and MATE1 for which oxaliplatin is a preferred substrate compared to 
cisplatin (Yonezawa & Inui, 2011). The main dose-limiting toxicity, however, is 
thrombocytopenia caused by marrow suppression. While this is a shared side-efffect between 
carboplatin and nedaplatin, distribution of carboplatin in bone marrow was reported to be 
much greater than cisplatin or nedaplatin (Hanada et al., 2008). Nedaplatin-induced 
myelosuppression toxicity is usually reported at the drug therapeutic dose, leading to 
chemotherapy delay or discontinuation (Su et al., 2012). Owing to its evident anti-cancer 
activity, against the same types of cancers that are cisplatin-sensitive, and due to its reduced 
toxicity compared to cisplatin and furthermore its different profile of side-effects, 
combination therapy using lower doses of both cisplatin and nedaplatin  have been used for 
cervical and esophageal cancers producing a favorable and tolerable response (Su et al., 
2012).Another side effect to nedaplatin repeated use in chemotherapy, is substantial 
hepatocyte damage of normal liver as well as drug resistance in hepatocellular carcinoma 
cases (L. Jiang et al., 2015). There are conflicting reports regarding cross-resistance with 
cisplatin, while several in-vitro studies showed nedaplatin high efficacy against cisplatin-
resistant cell lines, other in vitro and clinical trial studies showed cross resistance (Monk et 
al., 1998; Monneret, 2011; H. Wang et al., 2016). 
While nedaplatin showed cross-resistance in cisplatin-treated cancers in some clinical trials, it 
was reported that unlike cisplatin and oxaliplatin, both nedaplatin and carboplatin do not 
induce MDR (Kitada et al., 2007). Multudrug resistance is one the biggest problems in cancer 
chemotherapy where acceleration of the efflux system which includes MDR1, known as P-
glycoprotein, and MRP1 (MDR-Related-Protein) is well known to be the mechanism of 
resistance. P-gp expression is demonstrated in 40% of breast cancer samples, and it is highly 
correlated with decreased treatment response (Bajelan, Haeri, Vali, & Dadashzadeh, 2012). 
Likewise, another molecular mechanism showing how nedaplatin as well as oxaliplatin could 
reverse cisplatin resistance is associated with STAT3 pathway, in ovarian cancer. While 
cisplatin remains the standard regimen for ovarian cancer, 75% of cisplatin-treated patients 
relapse and it is reported that cisplatin promotes development of drug resistance. STAT3, 
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activated in 94% of ovarian cancers, is associated with promoting cell proliferation, 
triggering tumor initiation, migration, invasion, angiogenesis, metastasis, epithelial to 
mesynchymal transition, inhibition of apoptosis, and multidrug resistance. Cisplatin was 
found to induce pSTAT3(Tyr705), while oxaliplatin and nedaplatin induced 
pSTAT3(Ser727) and STAT3β, which inhibit  STAT3 activity. Phosphorylation of STAT at 
Tyr705 results in dimerization, activation and translocation of STAT3 and therefore is 
associated with oncogenic status of STAT3, while phosphorylation at Ser727, inhibits the 
former tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3 therefore inactivation of STAT3 (Sheng, Jiang, 
Wu, & Zheng, 2013). Therefore, it can be thought that nedaplatin owing to its low toxicity, 
anticancer efficacy in the same range of cancers sensitive to cisplatin, and reversal of 
platinum-drug resistance compared to cisplatin, has high potential for replacing cisplatin if 
the adverse side effect of myelosuppression can be addressed.   
Worth pointing out is that despite the promising results of recent clinical trials for nedaplatin 
in Japan over the last decade, Japan is still the single market for nedaplatin. This could be 
explained that also during the last decade a noticeable shift has been observed from drug 
design to drug delivery, especially with PBDs. Research on drug delivery of platinum-based 
drugs is growing while no single new molecule has entered clinical trials since 1999 (Wheate, 
Walker, Craig, & Oun, 2010). Furthermore, liposomal platinum agents, which have passed 
several clinical trial phases this decade, as discussed later, can be considered a solution to 
both problems with free platinum drugs; resistance and toxicity, turning attention away from 
focusing on evaluating the advantages of nedaplatin over cisplatin, as both are in fact very 
similar as shown above in potency, share a similar spectrum of cancers in which they show 
activity, with less-toxicity for nedaplatin on one hand, but with similar structure upon 
aquation intracellularly and therefore assumed the same mechanism of action and showing 
cross-resistance in cancer types that are not responsive to cisplatin. However, in vitro 
research emphasizes the superiority of nedaplatin over cisplatin in terms of it not inducing 
platinum-resistance response as discussed above in the ovarian cancer model. So while 
intrinsic resistance is comparable for cisplatin and nedaplatin, acquired resistance could show 
an advantage for nedaplatin over cisplatin. Further studies such as this one can evaluate the 
potential of nedaplatin, and to keep up with delivery advantages that can be seen with 
liposomal cisplatin drugs in clinical trials, liposomal nedaplatin is evaluated in this study. 
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1.3 Drug delivery systems 
While second and third generation platinum-based drugs have improved some of the 
problems with cisplatin, such as toxicity and drug-resistance. Still, second and third 
generation platinum drugs show dose-limiting toxicities and while oxaliplatin shows efficacy 
in some cisplatin-resistant cancer types such as colorectal and gastrointenstinal, it is not 
effective in many cancer types in which cisplatin is initially effective before induced drug 
resistance, such as lung, testicular, breast, brain, sarcomas and lymphomas (Hang et al., 
2016). These two drawbacks; poor specificity, associated with severe side effects, as well as 
intrinsic and acquired drug resistance, restrict the efficacy of platinum drugs. Two strategies 
to address these problems are continued research on developing better platinum-analogs, and 
to apply a drug delivery system to improve potency and reduce side effects.   
 
Great devotion and efforts in the development of improved platinum drugs has introduced 
drugs that overcome several of the above mentioned disadvantages of clinically used 
platinum drugs. Several have reached clinical trials. These could be categorized as; sterically-
hindered platinum complexes, platinum II or IV complexes with biologically active ligands, 
monofunctional platinum complexes,trans-platinum complexes, polynuclear platinum 
complexes, platinum IV prodrugs. The rationale behind sterically hindered platinum drugs is 
that bulky carrier ligands, provide steric hinderence decreasing platinum drug reactivity with 
intracellular sulfer-containing proteins and peptides as well as decreasing toxicity, an 
example of such drugs is picoplatin. Despite its promising cytotoxic effects even in cisplatin 
and oxaliplatin in-vitro which entered the drug into clinical phase I and II trials, disappointing 
results lead to the halt of pursing its FDA approval (Monneret, 2011). The rationale behind 
platinum (II or IV) complexes with biologically active ligands, expoits the use of bulky 
ligands to shield platinum-DNA adducts from repair and to increase targeting, examples of 
which are glucose-conjugated oxaliplatin-based complex, and VP-128, an estradiol-
conjugated platinum drug. Monofunctional platinum complexes are platinum moieties with 
conjugated DNA intercalators, where platinum would form only a mono-adduct with DNA 
and the conjugated intercalator would form another interaction with DNA forming a stable a 
structurally distanct platinum adduct. These adducts were shown to produce less distorsion to 
DNA compared to cisplatin, and therefore are less recognized by HMG proteins. Examples of 
such analogs had disappointing in vivo results due to increased toxicity and low cancer 
specificity. Platinum II drugs with trans-geometry, opposed to the cis-geometry in previous 
analogs, form different platinum-DNA adducts, built first as monoadducts which persist for a 
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long time before being converted to inter-strand crosslinks in a higher frequency than with 
cisplatin, and protein-DNA crosslinks also appear to be a major source of their anticancer 
activity. However, the promising in vitro activity was not translated in vivo, attributed to the 
fast deactivation by plasma proteins. 
Polynuclear platinum complexes, are platinum drugs with more than one platinum atom per 
molecule, these preferentially form intrastrand cross links on adjacent guanine bases, similar 
to cisplatin, but causing relatively little conformational changes resulting in less recognition 
by HMG and NER proteins. One of these drugs is Triplatin, showing promising in vitro 
effects in cisplatin-resistant cell lines, confirmed in vivo xenografts, but showing lack of 
activity in phase II clinical trials discouraging further evaluation.  Platinum IV pro-drugs 
differ than platinum II drugs because of their additional axial ligands, designed to increase 
the lipophilicity of platinum drugs, and stability in blood circulation. They are reduced 
intracellularly by cellular proteins to give planar platinum II complexes. An example of these 
drugs is satraplatin, which can be administered orally owing to its stability. Satraplatin 
showed promising effects in pre-clinical, clinal trial phases I, II, and III. At present, 
Satraplatin is undergoing clinical trials in phases I, II, III in combination with other drugs 
(Dilruba & Kalayda, 2016). Platinum IV prodrugs with bioactive ligands have been 
developed, where dichloroacetate ligands (a molecule that alters mitochondrial membrane 
potential in cancer cells), ethacrynic acid (an inhibitor of cytosolic glutathione-S-transferase 
GST, valproic acid (an inhibitor of histone deacetylase activity, making DNA withn 
chromatin more accessible for platinum) have showed promising pre-clinical results (Dilruba 
& Kalayda, 2016).    
 
Alongside with ongoing progress in platinum-drug development, research on nano-carrier 
based delivery specifically to tumor cells is greatly expanding because of its potential in 
improving drug efficacy, reduction of side effects and overcoming drug resistance.  
Targeted drug delivery offers high specificity in reaching target cancer cells instead of 
bombarding the whole body with drugs.Drug delivery systems can be divided into two 
categories; active and passive.  
 
1.3.1 Active targeting drug delivery systems 
Active targeting uses the fact that there are differences between normal and cancer tissues 
and exploit the interaction of cancer cells with specific biological molecules. In this kind of 
targeting and delivery system, the targeting moiety is bound to the drug which guides the 
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drug towards cancer cells via receptor- or antigen-based conjugates. Examples of these 
moieties are peptides, estrogens, proteins, carbohydrates and cucurbiturils  (Hang et al., 
2016). As cancers overexpress carbohydrate-receptors, cucurbituril derivatives functionalized 
with carbohydrate clusters or that are themselves-glycosylated, can be used. Cucurbiturils, are 
a recent and unique class of delivery vehicles, they are barrel-shaped macrocycles that 
sequester drugs within their structure providing a steric barrier to drug degradation or 
deactivation, with the size of the macrocycle tuned to control the rate of drug release (Park et 
al., 2009). 
 
1.3.2 Passive drug delivery systems 
These are based on the enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR) in cancer tissues. 
Rapid formation of vasculature triggered by vascular endothelial growth factor as well as 
other growth factors overexpressed in cancer cells, lead to this distinct feature in cancer vs. 
normal tissue, first described by Matsumura and Maeda in 1986 as EPR. This is that these 
newly formed vessels are defective, with more fenestrations and open junctions of size 
200nm up to 1.2 µm, they lack a smooth muscle layer, have a wider lumen and therefore have 
leaky and irregular bounderies (Liu et al., 2013). Moreover, tumor tissue has dysfunctional 
lymphatic drainage, resulting in ineffective lymphatic clearance of extravascular proteins, 
particles and white blood cells. Therefore, due to the relatively large size of nanoparticles, 
they are not able to pass through normal vasculature but can penetrate through the tumor 
leaky vasculature, this together with ineffective lymphatic drainage, leads to accumulation of 
nanoparticles and their retention for a relatively long time. Furthermore, tumors express 
several permeability-enhancing factors such as bradykinen, nitric oxide and prostlaglandins, 
further enhancing permeability. Nanoparticles, such as liposomes and micelles, loaded with 
drugs are suitable carriers for use in passive drug delivery exploiting the EPR effect which 
leads to their selective accumulation in cancer tissues, while the free drugs have low 
molecular weight and can easily pass through the membranes of cancer as well as normal 
tissues.Thereofre, the nanoscale size of the carrier is important, as it prevents extravasation in 
normal tissues and prevents removal by renal clearance.   
Most types of solid tumors have EPR effects, and accumulated drug concentrations in tumor 
tissue can reach up to 10-30 fold compared to normal tissue (Hang et al., 2016). 
EPR-mediated drug accumulation is generally observed in all tumor types but is even more 
evident in some tumors rather than others specifically breast, lung and ovary(Bolkestein et 
al., 2016). Poor EPR effect on liposomal drug accumulation was observed in liver, pancreatic, 
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and colorectal cancers (Rajora, Ravishankar, Osborn, & Greco, 2014). This could be 
attributed to the hypovascular properties of large and slow growing tumors in liver, pancreas 
and prostate. A general observation was that smaller and faster growing tumors possess high 
vascular density and exhibit profound EPR effect. EPR effect is a complex, multifactorial and 
heterogeneous phenomenon, where tumor microenvironment variability should be taken into 
account when considering liposomes as chemotherapy. However, research on methods of 
enhancing EPR effect in tumors has developed, where for example using heat to increase 
vessel permeability and induction of nanomedicine extravasation is being evaluated in 
clinical settings (Bolkestein et al., 2016). 
The contribution of EPR to nanocarrier targeting to cancer tissue was shown to be significant 
in two studies comparing the accumulation of HER2 antigen-targeted versus non-targeted 
liposome and of folic-acid targeted versus non-targeted liposomes in cancer tissues, both 
showed similar distribution profiles and it was claimed that the amount of liposomal particles 
penetrating in a solid tumor tissue is determined by the number of holes (fenestrations) and 
number of blood vessels, but not a targeting groups on liposomal surface (Pan, Jones, & Cox, 
2006). 
   
1.3.2.1 Liposomes 
Liposomes were first engineered and recognized as potential drug delivery systems in 1965. 
They have revolutionalized the pharmaceutical field with their applications now well 
established in various areas such as drug and gene delivery. They are spherical vesicles with 
an aqueous inner core surrounded by one or more concentric bilayers of phospholipids, 
synthetic amphiphiles incorporated with sterols such as cholesterol. Liposomes are 
biocompatible, can encapsulate both hydrophilic or hydrophobic drugs in their aqueous core 
or membrane, respectively, and their physical and chemical properties, such as surface 
charge, size and stability can be tuned using different lipid compositions.  Further 
improvements in this delivery system was the introduction of (PEGylated) liposomes, known 
as stealth or long-circulating liposomes, triggered-release and ligand-targeted liposomes (Liu 
et al., 2013).  
Due to extensive research and development in liposome technology, a number of liposome-
based drug formulations are available for human use as well as several others in clinical 
trials.  
The first liposome-based formulation and milestone in liposome technology launched in the 
U.S market in 1995, was Doxil, for treatment of patients with ovarian cancer with 
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encapsulated Doxorubicin. Then in 1996, DaunoXome, was introduced for delivery of 
daunorubicin, Depocyt in 1999 for neoplastic meningitis using liposomal cytarabine and Ara-
C, Myocet in 2000, another liposomal doxorubicin formulation, Mepact in 2004 
encapsulating mifamurtide for osteosarcomas, and onivyde for pancreatic cancer 
encapsulating irinotecan in 2012. 
 Liposomal products were also developed for non-cancer diseases such as fungal infections; 
Ablecet, amphotec and ambisome, liposomal formulations for amphotericin B, were 
clinically approved in 1995, 1996 and 1997 respectively for invasive severe fungal infections. 
 Long-circulating liposomal morphine sulfate and bupivacaine were approved in 2000 and 
2004 as DepoDur and Exparel for pain management. Liposomal vaccines were also 
introduced in 1993 and 1997 for Hepatitis A and Influenza viral infections as Epaxal and 
Inflexal, respectively. For choroidal neovascularization, visudyne, liposomal verteporphin 
was introduced in 2000. These are the 15-currently available liposomal drugs for human use 
up to date (Bulbake, Doppalapudi, Kommineni, & Khan, 2017).      
 A total of six platinum-based liposomal drugs are currently in clinical trials; lipoplatin, SPI-
077, LiPlaCis, all encapsulating cisplatin, in clinical trial phases II/III, II and I, respectively. 
Lipoxal and MBP-426, encapsulating oxaliplatin, in phases I and I/II, respectively and finally 
Aroplatin, encapsulating NDDP, a platinum analog structurally similar to oxaliplatin, cis-
(trans-R,R-1,2-diaminocyclohexane) bis (neodecanoato) platinum (II) (Hang et al., 2016). 
Lipoplatin, a PEG-ylated liposome, has shown advantages such as long-term circulation of 
cisplatin, higher accumulation of cisplatin 200-fold in cancer tissues compared to adjacent 
normal tissue, considerably reduced renal toxicity, neurotoxicity, ototoxicity and 
myelotoxicity, furthermore this liposome showed ability to fuse and penetrate cell membrane 
not just recruiting cisplatin to tumor tissue sites and releasing cisplatin extracellularly 
(Bulbake et al., 2017). This membrane fusion was shown, via fluorescent FITC-conjugated 
lipids incorporated into lipoplatin, to occur in less than five minutes of lipoplatin exposure to 
MCF7 cells. And between 4-24 hours, a strong fluorescent signal is observed in the 
cytoplasm and perinuclear area. The fusogenic properties of DPPG and other lipids integrated 
in the liposome membrane are thought to be responsible for the ability of this liposome to 
pass the cell membrane (Stathopoulos & Boulikas, 2012). 
SPI-077, a PEG-ylated liposome, has shown superior pharmacokinetics over cisplatin, shown 
in 4-fold reduced cisplatin accumulation in kidneys, and 28 times higher accumulation in 
tumor cells compared to the free drug. However, in phase II clinical trials, patients did not 
generate a strong response to the drug, which was contributed to extremely slow drug release 
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and drug retention inside liposomes and due to this low therapeutic index, SPI-077 was 
removed from clinical trials (Hang et al., 2016).  
LiPlaCis, a PEG-ylated cisplatin liposome, has shown release of cisplatin at tumor sites by 
lipases, however severe renal toxicity and adverse effects upon infusion were observed in 
patients in phase II clinical trials hence LiPlaCis clinical studies were paused (Hang et al., 
2016) 
Lipoxal, an oxaliplatin liposome, has shown increased cellular platinum uptake and reduced 
myelotoxicity and gastrointestinal toxicity compared to free oxaliplatin in phase I studies, and 
its further study can be expected in the near future (Hang et al., 2016).  
Aroplatin, a multilamellar NDDP liposome, was well tolerated and showed modest response 
in phase II studies, then a second phase I trial, the trial was closed and no further internal 
development of the product was pursued (Bulbake et al., 2017).  
MBP-426, a transferrin-conjugated liposomal formulation encapsulating oxaliplatin, is a 
targeted liposome as TF receptors are overexpressed in several types of cancer. It was shown 
to be safe in clinal trials phase I, and phase II is currently ongoing (Hang et al., 2016).  
 
1.3.2.1.1 Stealth liposomes 
PEGylation of liposomes, in other words addition of the polymer polyethylene glycol PEG to 
the liposome lipids sticking out like hair, similar to a dense brush of polymer chains covering 
the liposome surface, confers several favorable characteristics to liposomes. First, covalent 
linkage of PEG to liposomes protects the liposome from the host's immune system, makes 
detection by mononuclear phagocyte system of liver and spleen difficult, decreases particle 
opsonization, making the liposome less recognizable by reticuloendothelial system in the 
liver and spleen, reduces the drug's renal clearance prolonging its circulatory time. It does not 
interfere with efficacy and even reduces toxicity (Bulbake et al., 2017). The significance of 
protection from liver and spleen clearing system is evident as liposomes can be ingested by 
spleen macrophages and hepatic kupfer cells, responsible for liposomal accumulation in these 
organs, also liver fenestrations (100nm) and spleen lumina (up to 5µm) contribute to this 
accumulation (Bolkestein et al., 2016). 
 
1.3.2.1.2 Good liposome characteristics 
Several physicochemical parameters have significant effects on physicochemical 
characteristics of the liposome which are relevant for their use in biological systems. 
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These characteristics include, stability, release rate, blood circulation time, encapsulation 
efficiency of the drug, while their controlling physicochemical parameters include lipid 
composition, lipid to cholesterol ratio, drug:lipid ratio, PEGylation, particle size, zeta 
potential and morphology.  
Lipid composition (choice of lipids) greatly affects encapsulation efficiency and stability. 
Overall, higher encapsulation and stability were observed for DSPC liposomes compared to 
EPC, DMPC, and DPPC (Bajelan et al., 2012).This was attributed to the increased fatty acid 
chain length of DSPC and the gel state of liposomes composed of this lipid, owing to the 
rigidty of the acyl chains of DSPC decreasing the freedom of movement of lipophilic chains, 
leading to lower drug-membrane interactions, less leakage of the entrapped drug and higher 
stability of the liposome at 37C. DSPC liposomes exhibited also as a result better drug release 
profiles with improved drug retention and sustained release. 
Cholesterol controls membrane permeability providing rigidity and stability to the bilayer 
structure. However, while higher cholesterol percentages lead to enhancing encapsulation 
efficiency, they also stimulate burst drug release, therefore a percentage of 25% is thought to 
be a good balance between high entrapment and sustained drug release (Bajelan et al., 2012). 
PEG modification increases formulation stability, prolongs circulation time, prevents carrier 
uptake by reticuloendothelial system, and increases encapsulation efficiency. A 5 mol% of 
DSPE-PEG2000 has been reported as the sufficienct and optimal concentration (Bajelan et 
al., 2012).  
High lipid to drug ratios are not favorable characteristics for liposomes, as high lipid doses 
raise concerns of toxicity, worsen physical characteristics, demonstrate a very slow drug 
release profile (increased retention of the drug, such as the reported problem with SPI-077), 
as well as reduce the economic feasibility of pharmaceutical scale production of the 
formulation.  
Zeta potential is the electrostatic charge of the surface of the liposome which minaly acts a s 
a repulsive energy barrier controlling stability of dispersion and preventing aggregation of the 
particles. A highly negative zeta potential is preferred and it was shown that PEGylation 
increases the negativity of surface charge. Moreover, a charged liposome is preferred over a 
neutral liposome as neutral liposomes do not readily interact with cells, thus the drug is 
released from the liposomes at the extracellular space. The vast majority of studies focused 
on positively charged liposomes owing to their encouraging in vitro and in vivo results. 
Negatively charged liposomes are thought to be less stable in blood circulation and interact 
readily with proteins. However, studies examining the effect of negative and positive charge 
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on liposomes have been carried out but with conflicting and inconclusive results (Bozzuto & 
Molinari, 2015).  
Smaller size is a favorable feature of liposomes as smaller liposomes are cleared less rapidly  
(Y. Jiang et al., 2008). 
 
1.3.2.1.3 Pharmacoeconomics of liposomal drugs 
Economic information is essential for rational decision-making in health care. 
Pharmacoeconomic analyses are commonly used in clinical oncology as they set guidelines 
for prioritizing competing interventions when deciding whether to use a drug with a higher 
acquisition cost. This kind of analysis compares the costs, including cost of drug acquisition, 
drug waste, inpatient chemotherapy administration; initial and subsequent hospital visists, 
discharge, procedures and tests, physician fees, as well as outpatient chemotherapy 
administration; infusion room costs, nursing costs and procedural costs and outcomes of 
medical intervention. 
Liposomes, which are lipid-encapsulated forms of drugs, are realized to be more expensive 
than the free drug. The pricing of Doxil for example is 20-27 times higher per mg than free 
doxorubicin on the basis of pharmaceutical ingredient (Boulikas, 2009). However, 
pharmacoeconomic analysis would consider that lipoplatin is administered in an outpatient 
basis without pre- or post-hydration and with clear pharmacoeconomic benefits where the 
free drug treatment requires more days of hospitalization before and after treatment, more 
healthcare requirements for recovery of patients from adverse reactions, as well as the more 
frequent use of expensive drugs such as hematopoietic factors like granulocyte-macrophage 
colony-stimulating factor and for outcomes expected increase in life is considered as 
important benefit (Boulikas, 2009). From a pharmacoeconomic point of view,  
In some cases a non-liposomal (free drug ) treatment is more favorable than a liposomal 
competing drug, such as with liposomal amphotericin B and voriconazole for invasive 
aspergillosis in patients with haematological malignancies and prolonged neutropenia (M. et 
al., 2015), in other cases a liposomal drug is the more pharmacoeconomically favorable such 
as with pegylated-liposomal doxorubicin vs topotecan in ovarian cancer patients, as the 
liposomal drug is administered less frequently and requires fewer interventions for toxicity 
(Bennett & Calhoun, 2004). 
Pegylated liposomal doxorubicin is currently used in treating several types of cancer such as 
leukemia in Europe and Canada, ovarian and recurrent ovarian cancers in USA and Europe, 
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recently breast cancer in USA, and is specially used as an alternative to the free doxorubicin 
in patients with pre-existing cardiac dysfunction (Sercombe et al., 2015).  
Cost-effectiveness analyses of pegylated doxorubicin liposomes in different studies favor the 
liposomal doxorubicin compared to conventional chemotherapy such as gemcitabine or 
topotecan in ovarian cancers (Ojeda, De Sande, Casado, Merino, & Casado, 2003; Smith et 
al., 2002). Myocet, another liposomal form of doxorubicin which is non-pegylated, is used 
for metastatic breast cancer in Europe and Canada but not in USA (Rafiyath et al., 2012).   
 
1.3.2.1.4 Liposomal doxorubicin as an example for liposomal anti-cancer drug market 
Johnson & Johnson was the first to commercialize and introduce liposomal doxorubicin. 
However, since the patent expired in 2009 (Barenholz, 2012), a number of companies have 
entered the market such as Sun Pharmaceutical Industries in 2014, Merck & Co.; Cipla, Inc.; 
Cadila Pharmaceuticals; and SRS Pharmaceuticals. The growing competition is evident in the 
reduced J&J's revenue share in 2015 to 51% of revenue share after patency expiry (“Global 
SOFC Market by Manufacturers , Regions , Type and Application , Forecast to 2022,” 2017). 
The high incidence and mortality rate of ovarian cancer is one of the main determinants for 
this market, and rising breast and ovarian cancer cases, as well as the rising awareness 
regarding benefits of liposomal formulations over traditional free doxorubicin, is leading to 
market growth. Market size value for liposomal doxorubicin was USD 814.6 million in 2015 
and is projected to grow at an annual growth rate of 6.2% from 2013-2024 (“Global SOFC 
Market by Manufacturers , Regions , Type and Application , Forecast to 2022,” 2017) with 
annual sales of over USD 500 million (Zylberberg & Matosevic, 2016).  Breast cancer was 
responsible for the biggest revenue share in 2015 (21.2%), followed by ovarian cancer which 
is associated with a cumulative annual growth rate of 6% over the identified period, and with 
liver cancer with a greater cumulative annual growth of 7.8%, as recently liposomal 
doxorubicin has been identified as the most effective chemotherapeutic drug for 
hepatocellular carcinoma (“Global SOFC Market by Manufacturers , Regions , Type and 
Application , Forecast to 2022,” 2017) 
As for market geography, North America had the greatest market share for liposomal 
doxorubicin in 2015 (49.03%), and it is worth mentioning that Asian pacific market is 
growing at an annual rate of 8% owing to the rising awareness of efficacious drugs as well as 
growing investments by public and private sectors (“Global SOFC Market by Manufacturers , 
Regions , Type and Application , Forecast to 2022,” 2017) 
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Building on the example of liposomal doxorubicin, a gradual rise in pharmaceutical products 
employing nanocarriers as delivery systems is observed, where commercially available 
nanocarrier-based drugs approved by FDA reached 43 in 2014 (Ako-Adounvo et al, 2017). 
Global industry analysis report on the advanced and targeted drug delivery market projects 
USD 319 billion worth in 2021 compared to the USD 168 billion today, with a cumulative 
annual growth rate of 10%. Among advanced and targeted delivery systems is the nano-based 
targeted drug delivery system, which is divided into subclasses of liposomes, polymers and 
gold nano-particles, and their market combined is estimated to be worth USD 136 billion by 
2021 where nanocarriers will account for 40% and nanocrystals 60%. Nanocrystals are pure 
drug crystals (100% drug, no matrix) with sizes in the nanometer range between 200-500 nm. 
Of the 10 nanocarrier systems, liposomes and gold nanocarriers alone will account for 45% 
of the total nano-carrier market reaching USD 15 billion in 2021, while on the other hand 
gold nanocarriers are proijected to show the highest compouond annual growth rate of 53.8% 
in the next decade.  
 
1.3.2.1.5 Anti-cancer liposomal chemotherapeutics status in Egypt 
As for Egypt, none of the clinically available anti-cancer liposomal formulations are yet 
introduced or used in Egypt as per the given information from Dr. Sarah Mohamed, director 
of the department of pharmaceutical services and sciences at Children's Cancer Hospital-
Egypt 57357, as well as Dr. Amany El-Zeiny, Director of clinical pharmacy at National 
Cancer Institute-Cairo, while of the platinum drugs cisplatin and carboplatin, but not 
oxaliplatin are commonly used. 
 
2. Aim of work: 
This research aims at evaluating the efficacy of anti-cancer activity of a novel liposomal 
formulation of nedaplatin in comparison to the free drug in different cancer cell lines 
originating from different tissues. Another main objective is to further compare chromosomal 
and DNA damage induced by both treatments as a means of evaluating genotoxicity as well 
as indirectly evaluating liposomal drug release and efficient accumulation in/targeting to the 
nucleus 
 
Hypothesis: 
Liposomal nedaplatin is more potent than free nedaplatin in inducing cytotoxicity, 
genotoxicity and DNA damage in cancer cell lines 
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Null hypothesis:  
There is no significant difference observed in vitro on the cytotoxicity, genotoxicity and 
DNA damage of cancer cells treated with either drug formulation 
 
3. Experimental design  
MTT assay and cell count using trypan blue were used for evaluation of the cytotoxicity of 
liposomal ND, free ND and void liposome. A period of 72 hour drug treatment was used to 
assess cytostatic as well as cytotoxic effects given the known doubling times of each cell line 
as well as the information from literature on platinum-based drug timeline on induction of 
cytostasis (evident at as early as 24 hours) and execution of cell death programs (at 72-96 
hours). 
 
Clonogenic cell survival assay was used to evaluate anti-proliferation activity  
 
Information from MTT results, lead to the choice of three drug concentrations for further 
experiments; two low concentrations (in comparison to drug IC50): 0.1µg/ml and 0.5µg/ml, 
and one higher concentration 2µg/ml.     
 
Cytokinesis-block micronucleus assay (CBMN) was used for evaluating the 
genotoxic/chromosomal damage. Furthermore, this assay was used to highlight an additional 
aspect of anti-proliferative effect during the final 44-72 hours of exposure to treatment (final 
cell cycle during treatment) using the Cytokineses block proliferation index (CBPI), as 
opposed to the collective overall anti-proliferation effect via MTT and cell count of cells 
exposed to treatment for a number of hours within the wide range 0-72 hours. The conditions 
for the genotoxic assay was carried out to mirror the MTT 72 hour drug exposure reflecting 
genotoxic effect in relation to overall cytotoxic effect. Overall nuclear morphology, not just 
the formation of small micronuclei, of the cell lines was noted to characterize hallmarks of 
apoptosis and different stages of apoptosis induced by nedaplatin using guidelines of a study 
on ultrastructure of nuclei of cisplatin-treated C-6 glioma cells undergoing apoptosis ((Krajčí, 
Mareš, Lisá, Španová, & Vorlíček, 2000).    
 
gH2ax-53BP immunofluorescence staining was used to assess DNA damage in the form of 
DNA double strand breaks, the most lethal type of DNA damage, and highly responsible for 
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the cytotoxicity of platinum-based drugs. The experimental setup used was drug treatment at 
the indicated three concentrations for a short period of one hour followed by a washout 
period of 24 hours, allowing cell cycling and response to damage (cell cycle checkpoint 
activation/repair/cell death induction), followed by fixation; and drug treatment for longer 
period 24 hours followed by a wash out period of 24 hours. This setup is generally used for 
studying cell-cycle dependent drugs which ND is thought to belong to, based on structural 
similarity to cisplatin and the production of DSBs in cisplatin-treated cells in cells transiting 
through S phase. An additional setup of treatment for one hour followed by direct fixation (no 
wash out period) was also conducted to investigate whether DNA damage effects are direct 
(immediate) or require time for cell-cycling, and whether or not a global GH2AX staining 
signaling for apoptosis is activated that early, in comparison to platinum-based drugs such as 
oxaliplatin that induced this signal as early as 1 hour post treatment and activated apoptosis at 
isotoxic doses to cisplatin which did not demonstrate this response that early.  
The short and long periods of drug exposure, which also overall reflect the period during 
which cells respond to treatments (25 hours vs. 48 hours) were used to indirectly reflect on 
liposomal drug release, as free ND can directly diffuse into the cell and actively pass through 
transporters and be readily-available for reaching the molecular target of DNA, while 
liposomal ND can be trapped in the liposomes inside cytoplasm following uptake and release 
slowly, affecting the timeline of DNA damage response.   
 
4. Materials and methods  
4.1 Drugs. Nedaplatin, liposomal nedaplatin, and void liposomes were provided by Dr. 
Tamer Shoeib, Professor in the Chemistry department, The American University in Cairo. 
Nedaplatin was solubilized in sterilized H2O to a final stock concentration of 4.66mg/ml and 
stored at 4ºC. Liposomal nedaplatin was a pool of several preparations of the liposomal drug 
and its concentration measured by HPLC 2.632mg/ml (in ultrapure water), 
stored at 4ºC and used for the experiments within 8 months of its preparation. Void liposomes 
were prepared using the same method and reagents except for the drug and therefore equal 
volumes of both the liposomal nedaplatin preparation and the void liposome preparation 
would contain equimolar lipid concentrations. Two different preparations of void liposome 
were used for the experiments. Characterization of liposomal formulations is attached in 
appendix (tables 2 and 3). 
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4.2 Cell culture. The human non-small cell lung cancer cell line A549, human breast cancer 
cell line MCF-7 and human osteosarcoma cell line U2OS were obtained from ATCC. All 
three cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with 10% 
Fetal bovine serum (FBS), 6mM L-glutamine and 1%penicillin-1% streptomycin. All cell 
lines are adherent and were propagated in a humidified incubator at 37ºC with 5CO2 
atmosphere.      
 
4.3 Growth Inhibition. 
4.31 MTT assay. A549, U2OS and MCF7 cells were plated at a density of 7000 cells/well for 
the former two and 6000cells/well for the latter, in 96-well plates and allowed to adhere 
overnight. Cells were treated with free ND or liposomal ND at the following drug 
concentrations: 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20 µg/ml. For void liposomes, corresponding volumes to 
liposomal ND at the different concentrations were used as control, as the concentration of 
lipids is the same in liposomal ND and void liposome samples. After incubation in a 
humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C for 72 hours, the drug-containing media was removed 
and MTT-containing media at a final concentration of 0.833mg/ml was added to each well 
and plates were incubated for 3 hours, after which the media was removed and formazan 
crystals were solubilized by adding 100µl/well of dimethylsulfoxide followed by plate 
shaking for 1 minute. Absorbance values at 570nm were read using an automatied ELISA 
plate reader (SPECTROstar® Nano microplate reader, BMG labtech). The results are 
represented as average %viability with error bars representing standard deviation. A549 and 
U2OS experiments were carried out in biological triplicates, while MCF7 was one replicate 
of 6 technical replicates per condition. 
 
4.3.2. Cell count. MCF7 cells were plated at a density of (1 x 10^5) per well in 12-well plates 
and allowed to adhere overnight. Cells were then treated with 2µg/ml free ND, liposomal ND 
or an equal volume of void liposome for 72 hours, after which cells were trypsinized, 
harvested and live cells counted using trypan blue and a haemocytometer. This experiment 
was run in triplicate. 
4.3.3. Colony formation assay. Five hundred cells of MCF7, U2OS and A549 cells were 
plated in 6-cm dishes in triplicate, and divided into three groups; control (untreated); 
nedaplatin 0.5µg/ml and liposomal nedaplatin 0.5µg/ml, and an additional one replicate of 
void liposome treatment for cell lines A549 and U2OS. At 24 hour post seeding, media was 
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changed with drug-containing media and cells were incubated for 10 days for MCF7, and 14 
days for A549 and U2OS to allow colony growth. Plates were then fixed and stained with 
Coomassie Brilliant blue (0.1% Coomassie Blue R250 in 10% acetic acid, 50% methanol, 
and 40% H2O). Colonies containing >20 cells were counted and the survival fraction was 
calculated by normalization to the plating efficiency of the control group; where plating 
efficiency was calculated by dividing the number of colonies per dish per number of seeded 
cells. The incubation period of 10 days was used for MCF7, as opposed to the more generally 
used period of 14 days, as it was noticed that colonies of control started fusing. Furthermore, 
10 days clonogenic survival assays are also used. 
4.3.4. CBMN assay. A549, U2OS and MCF7 cells were seeded at a density of 1.5 x 10^5 in 
6-well plates with sterilized glass coverslips added inside the wells. After adherence, media 
was replaced with drug-containing media at concentrations 0.1, 0.5 and 2 µg/ml of either ND 
or LND, or fresh medium for control wells. Cells were incubated with the drugs for 72 hours, 
but after 44 hours only of adding the drug, cytochalasin B was added at a final concentration 
of 5 µg/ml, inhibiting cytokinesis from that point up to hour 72 within the presence of the 
drug. At 72 hours, cells were washed with PBS, fixed for 10 minutes in 4%formaldehyde and 
DAPI stained for 10 minutes using DAPI 5µg/ml in PBS. Coverslips were then mounted on 
glass slides using fluoroshield-mounting medium and kept at 4ºC until further analysis. This 
assay was run in biological triplicates for A549, biological duplicates (which were screened 
twice each for scoring MN% ; yielding a total scoring of 4 different cell counts using 2 
biological replicates) for U2OS and MCF7.  
4.4 Micronucleus formation assay. Micronucleus percentage was calculated by counting the 
number of micronuclei observed in 50 binucleated cells (BNCs) and converting that to a 
percentage (per 100 BNCs). Then results were demonstrated as fold change in micronucleus 
percentage compared to or normalized to control. For concentrations 2µg/ml, where BNCs 
are rarer a threshold of 30 cells was considered yet sometimes surpassed. 
For Cytokinesis block proliferation index this following equation was used; CBPI = 
   ((No. mononucleate cells) + (2 × No. binucleate cells) + (3 × No. multinucleatecells)) 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                                (Total number of cells)   
This equation gives bigger weight to the number of cells that have divided two times (MNC) 
within the period of cytochalasin B exposure, compared to cells that have divided once 
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(BNC) which is again given more weight than cells that have not divided, as truly cells that 
have divided two times have a much higher proliferation rate than those that have divided 
only once or not divided at all, but by using this equation, if in a certain condition we have 
only mononucleated cells, CBPI would be 1; if we have 1 binucleated cell for every 
mononucleated cell the CBPI index would be 1.5; if we have 2 binucleated cells for every 
mononucleated cell the CBPI index would be 1.666; if we have 3 binucleated cells for every 
mononucleated cell the CBPI index would be 1.75, so while numbers 1.75, 1.666, 1.5 don't as 
intuitively and clearly show this binucleated:mononucleated ratios of 3:1; 2:1; 1:1, I also 
included the binucleated/multinucleated:mononucleated ratio as another representation for 
proliferation index. Furthermore, CBPI index values are affected by the total cell count, 
which ranged across the counts carried out. CBPI indeces were calculated from 3 biological 
replicates of Cytokineses block experiments for A549, and from 2 biological replicates for 
MCF7 and U2OS with each biological replicate screened twice, i.e, total number of counts 
used is 4 for the latter cell lines. 
4.5. gH2AX and 53BP immunofluorescence staining assay. A549 cells were seeded in 6-cm 
dishes with placed sterilized glass coverslips inside wells at a density of 2 x 10^5 cells per 
well and allowed to adhere overnight. Cells were then treated with 0.1, 0.5, 2µg/ml of ND or 
LND or untreated, for 1 hour, after which drug-containing media was changed with fresh 
media for an additional 24 hour (24 hour washout) or fixed directly after the one hour 
treatment. Another experimental arm included treatment for 24 hours, after which drug-
containing media was changed with fresh media for an additional 24 hour (24 hour washout) 
then fixed. After end of treatments and wash out periods, cells were washed 2X with PBS, 
fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 10 minutes,  permeabilized with 0.2% triton-X for 3 minutes, 
co-stained with 1:600 v/v dilution of anti-gH2AX (Ser139) (Merck Millipore, 05-636) and 
1:800 v/v dilution of anti-53BP1 (polyclonal antibody prepared and provided as a generous 
gift by Dr. Raimundo Freire, hospital of the canary island, Spain) in 2%BSA in PBS for 1 
hour, washed 3X with PBS, co-stained with FITC-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody 
(chicken anti-mouse secondary antibody Alexafluor488, Thermofisher scientific, A21200) 
and TRITC-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody, 
Alexafluor555, Thermofisher scientific, A21428) both at 1:200 dilutions in 2%BSA in PBS 
for 1 hour, incubated with DAPI (5µg/ml) for 10 minutes then washed 2X in PBS. Coverslips 
were then mounted on glass slides using fluoroshield-mounting medium and kept at 4ºC until 
further analysis.  
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50 nuclei per condition were counted, and scoring these nuclei was categorized into nuclei 
with 5 gH2AX-53BP1 foci or less (negative), with more than 5 gH2AX -53BP1 foci 
(positive), and with pan nuclear gH2AX staining. These results are demonstrated as 
percentages. This experiment was carried out once for A549. 
 
4.6. Statistical analysis. Experiments, unless otherwise described above, were repeated two- 
three times and the mean values were calculated. The statistical significance of mean values 
for different conditions was assessed using one-factor or two-factor ANOVA with or without 
replication, with a cut off p value of 0.05. Error bars represent ± Standard Deviation.  For 
Anova tests of significant p value, Multiple pairwise comparisons, post hoc comparisons, 
were carried out using Tukey HSD test, with again a cut off p value of 0.05 to identify 
significantly different conditions/treatments. 
 
5. Results 
5.1. Liposomal nedaplatin shows enhanced inhibition of proliferation in human cancer cell 
lines compared to free nedaplatin 
The sensitivities of the three cell lines to nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin were detected 
by MTT assay and the survival curves are shown in figure 2. Cell lines differed in their 
sensitivity to both free ND and liposomal ND, with A549 being the most sensitive to both 
free and liposomal nedaplatin, followed by MCF7, then U2OS. All cell lines showed reduced 
viability when treated with liposomal nedaplatin compared to free nedaplatin (p<0.05).  
Void liposome was shown not to be by itself cytotoxic for any of the cell lines in MTT and 
cell count experiments.  
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C) 
 
 
Figure 2. Evaluating cytotoxicity of free and liposomal nedaplatin in different cell lines after 72 hours of drug 
exposure using MTT assay for inferring viability percentages in (A) A549, (B) MCF7, (C) U2OS. An overall 
statistically significant decrease in cell viability was observed with LND compared to ND (p value<0.05) and 
multiple pair-wise t-tests showed the lowest concentration of treatment where a significant difference between 
LND and ND survival curves is observed. These points are indicated by asterisks * in the charts above; at 
0.5µg/ml for A549; 2 µg/ml for MCF7 and 8 µg/ml for U2OS. 
 
Cell count (figure 3) and colony formation assay (figure 4) supported a more superior anti-
proliferative effect for liposomal nedaplatin in MCF7 while yet showing the biocompatibility 
and lack of toxicity of void liposome. Colony formation assay results in A549 and U2OS 
again demonstrated the non-cytotoxicity of void liposome, yet the concentrations used 
0.5µg/ml of both ND and LND was too toxic during that long exposure and low seeding 
density, that no colonies at all were observed for U2OS, and for A549 small colonies of 6-7 
cells were observed, but not considered as colonies. Worth mentioning is these concentrations 
and constant exposure to treatment for 14 days in A549, was carried out based on the 
experimental design and acceptable results (in terms of measurable reduction in these 
conditions) of the mentioned study (C. Zhang et al., 2016). However, this discrepancy can be 
explained by the different plating efficiencies which were not included in their results or even 
mentioned as seeding density/plating area, which caused the reduction in colony count in our 
experiment to be zero for both arms, cancelling the means for comparing drug efficacy for 
these cell lines. Furthermore, plating efficiency could be responsible for the apparent 
increased sensitivity of A549 and U2OS to treatments, compared to MCF7, inferred from the 
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number of colonies observed in controls of the first two cell lines (being lower) compared to 
the latter. The results however, were demonstrated for the sole purpose of clearly 
demonstrating the non-cytotoxicity of the void liposomes even under such long duration of 
exposure. 
 
 
Figure 3. Cytotoxicity of free and liposomal nedaplatin (2µg/ml) in MCF7 cells treated for 72 hours assessed 
through cell counting of live cells using trypan  blue. Data is expressed as mean values for total number of live 
cells from three biological replicates with n=3 in each experiment. A significant difference between ND and 
LND was observed (p<0.05), and no significant difference observed between control and void.  
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B) 
 
C) 
 
Figure 4. Clonogenic survival assay showing anti-proliferation effect of ND and LND and not void liposome in 
(A) A549MCF7; data is expressed as mean value of Log10(number of colonies per dish) from three technical 
replicates for each condition; a statistical significance between all samples was observed (p<0.05). (B) A549 
and (C) U2OS showed zero colonies with both liposomal and free ND treatments and no apparent difference 
between control and void samples; n=2 technical replicates for control and n=1 for void. 
      
CBPI and binucleate:mononucleate cell ratio (figures 5, 7 and 8; table1) further demonstrated 
the superior anti-proliferative effect of liposomal nedaplatin in all cell lines, and the dose-
dependent response across the used concentrations.  
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Table 1: Cytokinesis Block Proliferation Index (CBPI) values for untreated, free and liposomal nedaplatin-
treated (A) A549; (B) MCF7; (C) U2OS cells.  
A) 
  
A549 
SD CBPI index 
Treatment in 
µg/ml 
0.015084945 1.8643333 control 
0.013442005 1.83475 ND0.1 
0.033633131 1.62375 LND 0.1 
0.025 1.615 ND0.5 
0.065 1.315 LND0.5 
0.0025 1.0975 ND2 
0.0115 1.0485 LND2 
 
B) 
  
MCF7 
SD 
CBPI 
index 
Treatment in 
µg/ml 
0.02001718 1.62275 control 
0.01192686 1.5965 ND0.1 
0.082998117 1.39325 LND 0.1 
0.068170742 1.4145 ND0.5 
0.009283722 1.26225 LND0.5 
0.019803724 1.11375 ND2 
0.031067467 1.05975 LND2 
 
C) 
  
U2OS 
SD 
CBPI 
index 
Treatment in 
µg/ml 
0.016515145 1.4825 control 
0.013192872 1.473225 ND0.1 
0.014532292 1.40625 LND 0.1 
0.031008063 1.44 ND0.5 
0.042363752 1.29975 LND0.5 
0.043052294 1.188 ND2 
0.013404757 1.08875 LND2 
A decreasing pattern of CBPI values is noticed across increasing drug concentrations with A549 
showing the steepest decrease and U2OS the least. 
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C) 
 
Figure 5. Decreasing proliferation index upon ND and LND treatment in different cell lines. (A)A549, 
(B)MCF7, (C)U2OS. Data is expressed as mean values from at least 2 biological replicates where a significant 
difference was observed overall between samples ND and LND (p<0.05) using a 2-factor ANOVA test.    
 
5.2. Liposomal nedaplatin induces more genotoxic damage in human cancer cell lines 
compared to free nedaplatin  
A dose-dependent response was observed with increasing concentrations of nedaplatin or 
liposomal nedaplatin indicating dose-dependent genotoxic damage (figure 6 and 11).  
Genotoxic damage, represented in micronucleus formation, showed a high fold change in 
MN% between liposomal nedaplatin and free nedaplatin, Showing high superiority of LND 
ranging from 5 fold-increase in MN%  to 1 fold-change across different concentrations and 
ranging from as high as 5-fold change as the highest observed fold-change in MN% in the 
most sensitive cell line to nedaplatin, A549, which also at the used concentrations in MN 
assay shows significantly different cytotoxicities due to both drugs, to only 2-fold increase in 
MN% in U2OS, which is the most resistant based on inferred IC50 values, and shows no 
significant difference in cytotoxicity at these used concentrations. Fold-change in MCF7, was 
intermediate between the former two, and high CIN was noted with both experimental arms 
showing sensitivity in terms of induction of MNi at the lowest concentrations; free drug and 
liposomal drug, possibily decreasing the fold-change in MN% of liposomal ND:free ND.  
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 (E) 
 
(F) 
 
Figure 6. Genotoxicity of free and liposomal ND in different cell lines assessed through micronucleus formation 
induction. A-B: A549; C-D: MCF7; E-F U2OS. A,C,E represent the fold-change in induction of micronuclei 
(MNi) across different concentrations compared to control MNi% while B,D,E represent fold-change in 
induction of MNi comparing Liposomal:Free ND. Data is expressed as mean values for at least 2 biological 
replicates and for all cell lines in A,C,E a statistical significant difference was observed between overall samples 
ND and LND (p<0.05) in the three cell lines using a 2-factor Anova analysis. 
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5.3. Nedaplatin induces changes in nuclear morphology characteristic of apoptosis 
Cells in control cultures showed a vast majority of spherical, normal shaped DAPI-stained 
nuclei, with a small percentage of cells shown undergoing mitosis (anaphase). While 
apoptosis is known to occur in low percentages in untreated cancer cell lines, it was not 
observed during screening. With increasing concentrations of ND, or liposomal ND, nuclear 
morphological changes characteristic of apoptosis were observed (figures 9 and 10). The 
extent of micronucleation induction can also be an expression of nuclear morphological 
changes, while correlating with cytotoxicity, they are not representative of apoptotic cells 
only (figure 11). Apoptotic cells detected could be grouped as either TII/TIV (wrinkled 
nuclear morphology) or TIII/TIV (hyper lobulated nuclear morphology) (See Appendix 
figure 1 for classification). The frequency of apoptotic cells at different stages was not 
determined, as at late stages of apoptosis adhesiveness of cells to substratum decreases, and 
therefore assays that include both attached cells as well as cells in suspension would be more 
accurate for determining percentages of apoptotic cells, as during this assay media was 
removed and cells on coverslips were washed several times prior to fixation, and even past 
fixation, during permeabilization, loosely-attached cells such as apoptotic cells can be lost. It 
was observed however, that with increasing drug concentrations, nuclear morphological 
changes were observed indicating execution of apoptosis as the cell-death program in 
response to this drug. Furthermore, building on to the higher MN% in MCF7, known for its 
chromosomal instability (CIN), observation of the mentioned apoptotic stages characterized 
by changed nuclear morphology was much more frequent with both free and liposomal 
nedaplatin, reflecting the sensitivity of this cell line (figure 12).  
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CBPI representative images 
Control  
 
A)                           B)       C) 
    
D)                           E)       F) 
    
Figure 7. CBPI-representing images for A549 cells under different treatment conditions. Images are shown as a 
visual representation to CBPI and BNC:MNC indexes. Control, A-C: Following treatment for 72 hours with ND 
0.1, ND 0.5, N2, respectively.  D-F: Following treatment for 72 hours with LND 0.1, LND 0.5, LND2, 
respectively. 
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Control  
 
 
A)                         B)       C) 
   
D)                         E)       F) 
   
Figure 8. CBPI-representing images for U2OS cells under different treatment conditions. Images are shown as a 
visual representation to CBPI and BNC:MNC indexes. Control, A-C: Following treatment for 72 hours with ND 
0.1, ND 0.5, N2, respectively.  D-F: Following treatment for 72 hours with LND 0.1, LND 0.5, LND2, 
respectively. 
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A)       B)      C) 
   
Figure 9. Apoptotic nuclear morphology in A549 cells following treatments for 72 hours with ND or LND. (A) 
nuclear fragmentation after treatment with L0.1, (B) wrinkled nuclei after treatment with L0.5, (C)  Condensed 
cromatin after treatment with L2 
 
A)                         B)        C)  
     
 
D)                         E)        E) 
     
 
G)                         H)        I)  
     
J) 
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A 
Figure 10. Apoptotic nuclear morphology in U2OS cells following treatments for 72 hours with ND or LND. 
(A,B) Hyperlobulated nuclei after treatment with L2, (C,H) Condensed cromatin after treatment with L2, (D) 
Lobulated nucleus after treatment with L2, (E) Lobulated nucleus after treatment with N2, (F,G) Nuclear 
fragmentation after treatment with L0.5, (I) Apoptotic bodies type V after treatment with N2, (J) Wrinkled 
nucleus after treatment with N2 
A)                                                                                      B) 
  
C)                                                                                      D) 
  
Figure 11. Micronucleation; different sizes and polymicronucleation in U2OS cells after treatment with ND or 
LND for 72 hours.A) L0.5 treatment showing different micronuclei sizes, B)L0.5 showing polymicronuclei, 
C)L2 showing polymicronuclei, D)N2 showing polymicronuclei 
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A)    B)                                              C) 
   
D)      E)                                              F) 
   
G)      H)                                              I) 
   
J) 
 
Figure 12. MCF7 showing CIN in the form of polymicronucleation, which induces apoptosis seen as nuclear 
fragmentation.  A-C: Polymicronucleation in MCF7 cells treated with 0.5ug/ml dose of ND (B) or LND (A&C); 
D-I: Induction of apoptosis in cells treated with 0.5 ug/ml dose of LND (D-F), or ND (G), 2 ug/ml LND (H) or 
ND (I); J: an example where it is unclear whether the observed bodies are micronuclei or apoptotic bodies. 
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5.4. Liposomal nedaplatin induces more DNA damage in the form of double strand breaks 
(DSBs)  
After both short (1 hour) and long (24 hour) exposures to treatment, and a washout period of 
24 hours, cells treated with liposomal nedaplatin showed more DNA damage/nucleus 
represented in the form of average number of foci of co-localized gH2AX and  53BP1/50 
nuclei. Both proteins gH2AX and 53BP1 are standardly-used DNA double-strand break 
markers. 
These breaks were shown to be indirect and non-immediate, as short incubations followed by 
direct fixation, without a washout period, yielded basal DNA damage corresponding to that 
of control cultures (p value >0.05).   
A uniform, pan-nuclear signal of gH2AX, but not 53BP1, was shown in all conditions, 
including control, but its frequency was shown to be drug-dose dependent. Again, the 
frequency of pan-nuclear signals increased in short and long term treatments upon increasing 
drug concentration, while no increase in pan-nuclear Gh2ax signal was observed with short 
treatment followed by direct fixation.   
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(A) Control A549  
Merged           DAPI 
   
gH2AX          53BP1 
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(B) ND one hour+24 hour washout 
Merged                                                                            DAPI 
  
gH2AX         53BP1 
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(C) LND one hour+24 hour washout 
Merged                                                                            DAPI 
  
gH2AX         53BP1 
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 (D)ND 24 hour+24 hour washout 
Merged                                                                            DAPI 
  
gH2AX         53BP1 
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(E) LND 24 hour+24 hour washout 
Merged                                                                            DAPI 
  
gH2AX         53BP1 
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(F) LND 1 hour+0 hour washout 
Merged                                                                            DAPI 
  
gH2AX          53BP1  
 
Figure 13. Immunofluorescent visualization of DNA double strand breaks in A549 cell line after different 
treatment conditions. (A) control, (B) ND one hour+24 hour washout, (C) LND one hour+24 hour washout, 
(D)ND 24 hour+24 hour washout, (E) LND 24 hour+24 hour washout, (F) LND 1 hour+0 hour washout. 
Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue), anti-gH2AX (green) and anti-53BP1(Red) which are both markers for 
DSBs. Nuclei are considered positive for DNA damage if co-localized foci of Gh2ax and 53BP1 are >5 per 
nucleus. DNA damage (DSB) is detected in a dose dependent manner and is significantly higher in LND-treated 
cells than in ND-treated at equal concentrations (p value<0.05; Two-factor Anova without replication).  
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 (C) 
 
 
(C')        
 
Figure 14. Graphical representation of percentages of DNA-damage positive, negative, or pan-nuclear gH2AX 
stained nucleI of A549 cells following treatment of (A) one hour followed by 24 hour washout, (B) 24 hour 
followed by 24 hour washout, (C) one hour and fixed directly. Letters dashed are included in the original figure, 
but are visualized on a different scale for clearer representation. A significant difference between % negative 
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nuclei in ND and LND-treated cells was observed across the tested concentrations (p value <0.05; Two-factor 
Anova without replication). 
 
6. Discussion: 
Platinum-based chemotherapy is one of the most important, widely used and effective classes 
of cancer therapeutics. Its clinical success however is faced by limitations due to severe side 
effects and intrinsic or acquired drug resistance. The efforts over the last 30 years in 
developing a similarly effective and less toxic agent have not yet reached clinical application, 
with several new agents in clinical trials. Acquired resistance to chemotherapy is a major 
obstacle, and drug transport across cell membranes is the major factor of resistance, therefore 
recent chemotherapy research prioritizes overcoming drug resistance. One of the approaches 
is liposomal delivery of anti-cancer drugs.  
Nedaplatin is one of the second-generation platinum-based drugs with reduced 
nephrotoxicity, the main side effect of highly effective and most widely-used platinum drug 
cisplatin, with a wide spectrum of anti-cancer activity in various cancer types largely 
overlapping with that of cisplatin. Nedaplatin shows non-complete cross resistance to 
cisplatin-resistant cancers. Furthermore, while cisplatin treatment commonly leads to 
acquired drug-resistance, which has been attributed to activation of several drug resistance 
pathways such as MDR g-protein induction, this has not been observed upon nedaplatin 
treatment. Several phase II studies suggest the use of nedaplatin, as a successful cisplatin-
analog, for cancers such as non-small cell lung, esophageal, cervical, ovarian, head and neck 
and urothelial cancers. Moreover, its application as a radiosensitizing agent is reported to be 
useful, however no phase III study of nedaplatin evaluating the combination of nedaplatin 
with other chemotherapeutic or radiation has been carried out, mainly because nedplatin is 
not commonly used throughout the world, however, further evaluation in randomized control 
studies is warranted to demonstrate definitively the activity of nedaplatin (Shimada et al., 
2013). Similar to Oxaliplatin, which was approved in France in 1996, China 1998, European 
union in 1999 then finally gained worldwide approval in 2002, nedaplatin, which has for a 
long time been heavily used in Japan for treatment of various cancer types, could gain 
worldwide approval in the near future. 
Due to the potential of nedaplatin as a potent anti-cancer agent, in this study, a liposomal 
formulation of nedaplatin, prepared in Dr. Tamer Shoeib's laboratory in the Chemistry 
department at The American University in Cairo, with attractive physicochemical properties 
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which predict biologically active liposomal drugs, was evaluated in comparison to free 
nedaplatin in a panel of three cell lines. 
This study shows that at constant concentrations, liposomal nedaplatin showed superior 
cytotoxicity and chromosomal damage in three different cell lines; A549, MCF7 and U2OS.   
 
Investigating the anti-cancer activity of ND, as free drug, in cancer cell lines 
While Nedaplatin is already used in clinical application for certain cancer types mentioned 
above in Japan, in the past five years several studies have characterized the anti-proliferative, 
apoptotic, and cell-cycle-control-related effects of nedaplatin in several cell lines. The studied 
cell lines are A549, representative of the main cancer type nedaplatin is used for treating; 
non-small cell lung cancer, gaining the most attention in publications (Su et al., 2012; Tian et 
al., 2016; H. Wang et al., 2016; C. Zhang et al., 2016) as well as other lung cancer cell lines 
NCI-H1299, 95-D, H292, H460, SKMES-1 (Tian et al., 2016), followed by ovarian cancer 
cell lines SKOV-3 & Prostate cancer cell lines PC-3 (C. Zhang et al., 2016), cervical Hela 
cells & esophageal Eca-109 (Su et al., 2012), nasopharyngeal cell lines CNE-2 and C666 
(Yin et al., 2014), hepatoma H22, SMMC7721, QGY7701 cell line (L. Jiang et al., 2015) and 
breast cancer MDA-MB231 cell line (Ren et al., 2012). In all these studies, the anti-
proliferative effect of nedaplatin on cell lies was assessed, with a few studies investigating 
the expression of apoptotic markers and altered cell cycle distribution in response to 
nedaplatin treatment. Genotoxicity or DNA damage induction, assumed to be the main 
mechanism of action of all platinum drugs in general, was not assessed in any of these 
publications nedaplatin.  
This study can be considered the first to explore the cytotoxicity of nedaplatin in 
osteosarcoma cell line U2OS, which is of relevance as cisplatin (platinum-drug of similar 
structural and mechanismal action) is considered the most efficacious anti-cancer drugs for 
osteosarcoma patients, where however treatment failure is common owing to resistance (Tsai, 
Huang, Su, & Tang, 2014) and first in MCF7 breast cancer cell line. It is worth mentioning 
that the use of platinum-based drugs for breast cancer in clinical practice is not common (Al-
Bahlani, Al-Dhahli, Al-Adawi, Al-Nabhani, & Al-Kindi, 2017) except for BRACA-1 
deficient and triple-negative breast cancers. MCF-7 is positive for two of the three hormonal 
receptors; estrogen receptor ER and progesterone receptor PR, and negative for the human 
epidermal growth factor HER. ER status influences chemoresistance in breast cancers. 
Furthermore, the ratio of ERα/ERβ is important in the maintenance of mitochondrial redox 
status, where higher levels of ERβ increases mitochondrial functionality, decreasing ROS 
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production and protecting from cytotoxic effects of PBD. MCF-7 is characterized to have a 
high ERα/ERβ ratio, is relatively resistant to cisplatin treatment compared to other breast 
cancer cell lines  and expresses high levels of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 relative to more cisplatin 
sensitive cell lines (Yde & Issinger, 2006). On A549 cell line, ND was shown to decrease 
Bcl-2 levels more than Cisplatin did, and perhaps this is why MCF7 showed sensitivity to 
ND in MCF7 in this study as well. Of relevance, is a recent clinical trial evaluating the 
efficacy and safety of nedaplatin in advanced breast cancer therapy compared to cisplatin 
where nedaplatin showed prolonged overall survival (OS) and prolonged time to treatment 
failure (TTF) (Pang et al., 2016), reflecting potential for nedaplatin in treating breast cancers.     
 
Investigating the anti-cancer activity of liposomal nedaplatin in different cancer cell lines 
The main aim of this study was evaluating the efficacy of a designed formulation of 
liposomal nedaplatin, with attractive physicochemical characteristics described in appendix. 
While the concept of drug encapsulation into liposomes is believed to achieve enhanced 
cyctotoxicity due to efficient cellular uptake compared to free drug, not all designed 
liposomes achieve this objective as physicochemical properties of the designed liposome 
determine whether the liposomal drug has superior pharmacokinetic properties. 
Drug cellular uptake is not necessarily higher by encapsulation in a liposome, and that is 
uptake not even drug release and bioavailability within the cell, the very first step for 
liposomal delivery could simply not be met. An example for this is lower cisplatin uptake in 
F98 glioma cells orthotopically-implanted in fischer rats when cisplatin was encapsulated in 
liposomes, compared to free cisplatin, while in that study, lipoxal, liposomal oxaliplatin, 
showed a 2.4fold higher tumor uptake compared to free oxaliplatin (Zelmann et al., 2013). Of 
course, since then Lipoplatin incorporated significant changes regarding the type of lipids 
used in the previously published formulations of the drug (Zalba & Garrido, 2013), making it 
now a very promising drug in late clinical trial phases. Not only successful delivery, but 
efficient release of the drug is crucial for the efficacy of a drug delivery system. A well-
known example for this is the first designed liposomal cisplatin formulation SPI-077, whose 
physicochemical properties translated into high stability of liposomes, which was found to 
highly accumulate in cancer tissues, but also lead to an inefficient release of only 10% of 
encapsulated cisplatin lowering the cytotoxic response compared to free cisplatin, which is 
why a reformulation for SPI-077 was taken into consideration (Immordino & Cattel, 2016). 
Another aspect of cytotoxicity of liposomal drugs is thought to be cell line dependent, rather 
than liposomal-property dependent. It is suggested that cytotoxic activity of liposomal drugs 
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are cell-line dependent, attributed to differences in uptake mechanisms involved in each cell 
line. This has been reported in the higher mitoxantrone accumulation in LS180 human colon 
carcinoma cells compared to A431 epidermoid carcinoma cells, caused by more rapid 
liposome uptake in LS180 (Lim, Masin, McIntosh, Madden, & Bally, 2000). Another 
example is the enhanced cytotoxic effect of a cisplatin liposomal formulation in A549 cells 
compared to free cisplatin, and yet lower cytotoxic effect of the liposomal formulation 
compared to the free drug in A431 cells, where authors again suggested that cytotoxic 
activity of liposomes is cell line dependent where cell-line associated differences in the 
efficacy of liposomal formulation is related to uptake mechanisms involved in each cell line 
(Carvalho et al., 2007). Worth noting, is that the plasma membrane plays an important role in 
the control of intracellular concentrations, influx and efflux of drugs. Furthermore, changes in 
membrane lipids in cisplatin-sensitive A549 and cisplatin-resistant A549/CDDP have been 
reported using P31-NMR and membrane fluidity experiments showing how membranes of 
different cell lines, owing to changes in membrane lipid, can also interfere with liposome 
uptake, fusion or endocytosis. Another clarifying example for cell line -to-cell line variation 
in liposomal uptake and cytotoxicity, is the observation that some cell lines are more suitable 
for use as transfection hosts than others, enhancing the ability to uptake lipoplexes (lipid-
DNA/ lipid-siRNA complexes).This shows that liposomal properties as well as cell lines can 
be responsible for differential drug uptake and different cytotoxicity profiles of liposomes in 
vitro, and that not any liposomal formulation guarantees enhanced cytotoxicity, and what can 
be considered highly cytotoxic in one cell line could be less potent in other cell lines which 
drives the need to test liposomal formulations on different cell lines of different tissues. 
       
Other than altered uptake of liposomal drugs, which could be superior or inferior compared to 
free drug as briefly described above, and altered release-profiles which could achieve lower 
or greater cytotoxic activity compared to free drug, drug encapsulation in liposomes can 
affect cellular distribution of the encapsulated drug, which can also modulate sensitivity or 
cytotoxicity of the liposomal drug. It has been been reported that the liposomal formulation 
of oxaliplatin (Lipoxal) at isotoxic doses as free oxaliplatin, shows greatly altered 
cytoplasm/DNA distribution of the drug with more than 95% of the liposomal drug remaining 
in the cytoplasm up to 48 hours with only 5% targeting DNA, unlike free oxaliplatin which at 
time points during these 48 hours reaches as high as 50% of the uptaken pt bound to DNA 
(Tippayamontri, Kotb, Paquette, & Sanche, 2011). Lipoplatin, on the other hand, was shown 
to initially reduce the distribution percentage of cisplatin bound to DNA, but with time, a 
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similar cytoplasm/DNA drug distribution profile to that of free cisplatin was observed. 
Furthermore, the decrease was appreciably less than that decrease observed with lipoxal. 
Interestingly, while it was reported that cellular accumulation of oxaliplatin and cisplatin, was 
higher using liposomal formulations of the two drugs compared to the free agents, with the % 
platinum bound to DNA using lipoxal compared to free oxaliplatin at isotoxic doses was less, 
nonetheless, in this example still higher cytotoxicity was observed with lipoxal 
(Tippayamontri et al., 2011), which was hypothesized to be due to killing cancer cells by 
modulating signaling pathways different than those of DNA damage induced apoptotic 
pathways, which was experimentally supported and validated later (Bruno et al., 2017). 
Therefore, Cellular drug accumulation and nuclear drug accumulation for platinum drugs do 
not perfectly hand in hand, but since DNA is thought to be the main molecular target for 
platinum-drugs in general, nuclear accumulation of the drug is interesting to assess and 
whether or not that is necessary for drug cytotoxic effect is another area of research, but it is a 
pre-limenary question when evaluating platinum-drug cytotoxicity as the majority of 
platinum drugs work by targeting the nucleus, while all do reach and accumulate in the 
nucleus, it could be irrelevant to their mechanism of cell death induction (Bruno et al., 2017).  
 
All this demonstrates that liposomal delivery of drugs can affect cytotoxicity in several 
different ways. One further issue that can be altered when the nedaplatin, in particular, is to 
be encapsulated in a liposome is drug activation. Since carboplatin and nedaplatin have a 
much lower aquation rates compared to cisplatin, for clarification; carboplatin aquation rate is 
2-4 orders of magnitude slower, yet only a 4-20 times higher dose of carboplatin is needed to 
induce similar cytotoxicity as cisplatin, which hinted at the presence of an activation process 
occurring either in blood plasma or inside cells. Both drugs were found to be activated by the 
hCTR1 transporter protein where the interaction with this protein opens the ring structure of 
the bidentate ligands, significantly activating these drugs. Furthermore, the nucleophiles in 
blood such as chloride and bicarbonate also play a role in the pre-activation of the drugs in 
blood plasma prior to reaching cellular targets. Therefore, encapsulating nedaplatin in a 
liposome, which could either fuse into the membrane or be endocytosed into the cell, owing 
to the potential fusogenic mechanism of uptake due to the use of fusogenic lipid DSPC in the 
design of the liposome shell, could affect the activation and therefore cytotoxic activity of 
nedaplatin compared to the free drug. 
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An enhanced anti-proliferative effect of liposomal nedaplatin, however, was observed in all 
three tested cell lines (figures 2, 3, 4 and 5). This could be argued to be due to higher cellular 
uptake and was well-released inside the cell allowing its accumulation in the nucleus, or on 
the contrary, due to accumulation in cytoplasm in a different cytoplasm/DNA distribution 
profile inducing different signaling pathways than the free drug or allowing interaction with 
other sensitive targets inducing cell death more strongly. A third possible reason could be the 
aid of the polyunsaturated fats, which as concluded later are not by themselves cytotoxic, but 
together with cisplatin could actively potentiate the activity of the drug and induction of 
apoptosis as suggested by a recent study on MCF7 cell line as well as other breast cancer cell 
lines where Scanning Electron Microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy showed 
that platinum drug deposits (Cisplatin, Carboplatin and Oxaliplatin were tested) accumulated 
or were attracted to fat droplets in the cell, suggested a role for lipids in potentiation of PBDs 
and used supportive evidence from another study where polyunsaturated fatty acids, 
eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexanoic acid increased the anticancer activity of cisplatin 
in A549 (Al-Bahlani et al., 2017) . This can be further tested by adding an experimental arm 
where free nedaplatin and void liposomes are added to cells, and compared to anti-cancer 
activity of LND. While liposomal lipid shells can have different effects on cell proliferation, 
an example of a study where this control was adapted (Liu et al., 2013), did not show any 
significant or noticeable difference in cell viability (free drug mixed with void liposome vs. 
encapsulated drug in liposome). It seems likely that in our experiments the liposomal delivery 
lead to higher drug uptake which was responsible for the increased anti-proliferative effect 
supported by experimental evidence regarding the biological behavior of liposomes designed 
similarly, or containing similar factors, as well as the biodegradability and biocompatibility 
of the used lipids. However, a direct assessment of total cellular accumulation of platinum 
after treatment with liposomal and free nedaplatin using Mass Spectrophotometry would 
definitely clarify this. 
 
This anti-proliferative effect of nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin can be described as both 
cytostatic and cytotoxic.  MTT viability percentages do not differentiate the two as it is a 
colorimetric assay quantifying metabolic activity attributed to live cells, and while lower 
relative absorbance of treated cells reflect a lower number of viable cells, it could be lower 
due to a cytostatic effect meaning that replication or cell cycling was blocked in treated cells 
leading to fewer cells than control, or due to a cell killing also leading to fewer cells than 
control. Cell count experiments as well were not clear indicators of a cytostatic or cytotoxic 
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effect, as the highest anti-proliferative effect did not reduce the number of cells to a number 
lower than that was seeded, meaning the effect observed could be cytostatic or cytotoxic.  
Moreover, CBPI (table 1) and binucleate:mononucleate ratios (figure 5) clearly showed a 
cytostatic effect represented in the decrease of ratio of dividing cells:total cells or 
dividing:non-dividing cells, where less cells entered mitosis with increasing concentrations of 
ND. A sharper decrease was observed with liposomal nedaplatin. Results of MTT and CBPI, 
regarding proliferation, seem different at the first look, with CBPI and 
binucleate:mononucleate ratios suggesting much higher anti-proliferative effect for 
nedaplatin (both free and liposomal) than that estimated by MTT assay at the corresponding 
concentrations. This however can be explained by the fact that MTT estimates proliferation 
inhibition effects for all the cells since setting up the experiment and through 72 hours of 
exposure. CBPI ratios, on the other hand, only show the proliferation inhibition effect of that 
cell population between 44hour-72 hours after drug addition, which is when Cytochalasin is 
added, which is a narrowed down population of cells that have been exposed to the drugs for 
44-72 hours, have been greatly affected by the factor of long drug exposure (which is 
important, as concentration is important, for diffusing drugs) and had enough time for 
activating cell cycle control checkpoints,  induction and execution of apoptosis etc, while for 
MTT we can rationalize that for example during the period 0-24 hours, the existing 
population of cells had not yet accumulated as high concentrations of the drug, executed 
signaling for DNA damage and started apoptotic death execution, therefore this population is 
expected to divide normally to an extent, and not decrease in number, again, same but to a 
less extent the population from 24-48 as it accumulated less damage than that of 44-72. These 
populations would dilute the anti-proliferative effect observed in the final MTT results, and 
their elimination in the CBPI ratios is expected to suggest a stronger anti-proliferative index. 
Both methods however, although different in the final values, represented a similar pattern of 
dose-dependent response to nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin, and both showed a superior 
effect for liposomal nedaplatin. The Cytotoxic effect however, was observed and confirmed 
in the visual screening of cells after 72 hours of treatment and assessing the nuclear 
morphological changes associated with apoptosis, as well as the immunofluorescence 
staining of pan nuclear gH2AX in a small percentage of pre-apoptotic cells in cells treated for 
one hour and given time for responding for 24 hours, and a higher percentage in cells treated 
for 24 hours and given another 24 hours for responding yielding 48 hours total. These anti-
proliferation results are in line with observations on C6 Glioma cells, comparable doubling 
time to all used cell lines, treated with a dose of cisplatin where cells ceased dividing at 24 
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hours and most cells had undergone apoptosis by 72-96 hours. This could support that our 
reduced viability %s are a combination of cytostatic and cytotoxic effects. Cisplatin, is 
known to be a cytostatic drug, not cytotoxic drug, meaning it lowers the growth rate of a 
given cell population without direct cell killing effects. Cell death, however, will occur as a 
consequence of a too long cytostatic effect. So possibly the cytotoxic effects seen at 48 and 
72 hours, as identifiable cell killing through apoptotic feature characterization upon visual 
inspection of stained nuclei, could be a result of prolonged cytostatic effect demonstrated as 
lowered cell growth rate in terms of lowered ratios of dividing:non-dividing cells in CBPI 
assay. Proliferation index results showed a decrease in BNCs (number of dividing cells) as a 
ratio to non-dividing cells, not in general as a result of lower cell counts, which hints at a cell 
cycle perturbation leading to decreased cells entering M phase. While several cell cycle 
checkpoints exist, with G1 being more robust than G2/M for example, several platinum-based 
drugs, including ND, have been shown to activate  G2/M cell cycle checkpoint and in FACS 
analysis show a higher percentage of cells in G2M compared to control (H. Wang et al., 
2016; Yin et al., 2014). On the other hand some new platinum-based drugs show different 
cell cycle arrests in G1, and even ND in one study was reported to significantly increase the 
accumulation of cells in GoG1, this however could be dose-dependent as in that experiment 
an IC50 value was used and it was rationalized that arrest at that checkpoint takes place so 
that if that damaged cells cannot be repaired they can directly be transferred into apoptosis 
(Ren et al., 2012). Such conclusion cannot be drawn solely based on a decrease in M phase 
cells, as cells can arrest and accumulate as a result at G1 and not necessarily the M-preceding 
G2phase. A FACS analysis could further characterize the ND-induced cell cycle perturbation 
effect resulting in the decreased ratio of dividing cells.     
 
Regarding cell line sensitivity to nedaplatin, as an anti-cancer agent, not focusing on the 
delivery system, relative sensitivity was shown for both A549 and MCF7 (figure 1 A and B), 
while U2OS was more resistant at the tested concentrations (figure 1 C). Drug IC50 values of 
MTT experiments were estimated based on plotted survival curves and not accurately 
calculated using software tool. As a model cell line for non-small cell lung cancer, ND anti-
cancer activity in A549 has been established in several studies, where A549 is represented as 
a ND-sensitive cell line (Tian et al., 2016), MCF7 while not previously tested for ND 
sensitivity is somewhat supported, based on studies of ND in breast cancer patients and in 
vitro studies on breast cancer cell line other than MCF7, as well as the assumed mechanism 
of action of nedaplatin of targeting the nucleus as a platinum-based drug, even though not 
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well characterized, together with the knowledge of the genetic makeup of MCF7, classified 
as one of the CIN cell lines (Varilly & Chandler, 2012). CIN, whole chromosomal instability, 
manifests as unequal chromosome distribution during cell division and is considered a hall 
mark of some cancer types. While it is considered to drive tumorigenesis, a threshold level 
exists where further increases in CIN frequency hinder tumor growth. Among the drugs that 
increase CIN beyond this threshold is cisplatin (Lee et al., 2016). Therefore, such cell line is 
expected to be sensitive to DNA-targeting nedaplatin.  
U2OS cell line, on the other hand, in a study on comparing the anti-cancer effects of cisplatin 
and carboplatin on a panel of osteosarcoma cell lines, has stood out as resistant to cytotoxic 
effects of both tested drugs even though a cell cycle arrest at G2/M was activated. Resistance, 
to the platinum-drugs was therefore attributed to either more efficient repair of platinum-
induced DNA damage, or ability to evade apoptosis. The G2/M cell cycle arrest is a crisis 
point in the life cycle of a cell, which allows a cell to make the decision between DNA repair 
and cell death (Robson et al., 2002).This explanation is also supported by our obtained results 
on MTT and CBPI indeces for U2OS, showing resistance to cytotoxicity in MTT, and 
activation of a cell-cycle checkpoint reducing the ratio of dividing cells, showing that DNA-
damage is achieved as a pre-requisite for activation of cell-cycle control, but this latter event 
(cell cycle control) being responsible for either repairing the damage or evading apoptosis.  
    
A recent study on the use of  MTT for evaluating the anti-proliferative effects of liposomal 
drugs, showed that empty liposomes cause an increase in formazan storage in cells, resulting 
in an apparent increase in cell viability, while using trypan blue staining, on the contrary, 
shows a cytotoxic effect shown in a decrease in number of viable cells (Angius & Floris, 
2015). This finding was interesting to address, as while this reason could show a factor of 
cytotoxicity attributed to the liposome shell we are claiming to be biocompatible and non-
toxic, this reason could also be under-estimating the potency of the liposomal nedaplatin 
formulation, as for the same reason the lipids in the LND-treated sample could be causing a 
false increase in MTT reading value showing higher cell viability than what is biologically 
true. This is why colony formation assay was carried out, as a different method for comparing 
free vs. liposomal drug efficacy. While survival fractions from both assays, MTT and 
clonogenic survival, cannot be compared due to different experimental settings such as 
seeding and drug exposure times, again a superior anti-proliferative effect was observed with 
LND (figure 4). The raised issue of cytotoxicity of liposome shells (void liposomes), was not 
observed in cell count experiments (figure 3), which could be attributed to the lipid 
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composition of the tested liposome and also the drug:lipid ratio, which is considered very low 
in this formulation 1:2, while it was not mentioned in the mentioned study; for comparison 
Lipoplatin, which is shown to be a highly successful liposomal cisplatin drug with safe 
toxicity profiles in addition to high effectiveness, has a drug:lipid ratio of  1:10, and the other 
two available platinum-based liposomal drugs in clinical trials with available information on 
drug:lipid ratios show 1:15 (Aroplatin) and 1:70 (SPI-077) (Hang et al., 2016).     
 
Genotoxicity and DNA damage 
To investigate whether the cytotoxic effect of nedaplatin (or encapsulated nedaplatin, 
likewise) was linked to enhancement of genotoxic damage as an indirect read out for 
successful drug delivery and accumulation in the nucleus, CBMN Cytokinesis block 
micronucleus assay was carried out as a read out for chromosomal damage and gH2AX-
53BP1 immunofluorescence assay was carried out to quantify the number of DNA double 
strand breaks per nucleus, or for ease of visualizing the results, to rather quantify the 
percentage of cells with a number of DSBs/nucleus above a certain threshold considered 
positive for DNA damage. These two assays, can be considered the first to molecularly 
characterize the mechanism of action of ND, which has been assumed to be similar to 
cisplatin based on structural similarity, while as mentioned earlier, oxaliplatin, another 
platinum-based analog was shown to exert its cytotoxic activity not through a DNA-damage-
mediated response, and platinum trans analogs for example, were shown to mainly produce 
platinum-protein adducts responsible for their cytotoxicity as well as a greater frequency of 
interstrand rather than intrastrand cross links in DNA. Overall, This study is a first step in 
supporting a similar mechanism of action for ND compared to cisplatin, including an 
important role for DNA damage in its cytotoxicity and the induction of a DNA-damage-
response as explained in the next section.   
Furthermore, this study shows that the designed liposomal nedaplatin formulation apparently 
is successfully uptaken by cells and reaches the DNA as a molecular target in levels higher 
than those caused by free drug demonstrated in >1 fold-change in micronucleus percentage in 
cells treated with liposomal nedaplatin vs. nedaplatin at equal concentrations (figure 6).   
Micronuclei, are extra-nuclear bodies containing chromosomal fragments and/or whole 
chromosomes lagging behind in anaphase. They appear near the nucleus following cell 
division and can result from unrepaired DSBs or mitotic spindle damage and are commonly 
used, as a phenomenon, to quantify the genotoxicity of chemical agents. The genotoxicity of 
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the agent can be considered aneugenic or clastogenic based on the components of the MN, 
whether it consists of lagging whole chromosomes (aneugenic effect by an agent that affects 
mitotic spindle) or broken chromosomes (clastogenic effect by an agent that affects DNA 
integrity and causes DSBs) (Norppa & Falck, 2003). Genotoxic stress can also induce several 
other nuclear abnormalities such as nuclear protrusions or blebs, which are thought to be 
converted into micronuclei during interphase. When micronuclei-bearing cells enter mitosis, 
they either produce daughter cells with no micronuclei, where it is not yet clear whether the 
micronucleus is eliminated from the cells or re-incorporated into the nucleus, or at a higher 
frequency produce daughter cells bearing additional micronuclei (Utani, Kohno, Okamoto, & 
Shimizu, 2010), which emphasizes the importance of limiting the cells used for scoring in a 
CBMN assay to binucleated cells only, which would show a good representation of a cellular 
population that underwent one division, meaning that the observed number of micronuclei is 
dependent on the genotoxic agent the cells have been exposed to during that one division. 
Extensive time-lapse microscopy experiments on Hela cells treated with Hydroxyurea at low 
concentrations, showed that the presence of micronuclei was found to be associated with 
apoptosis and two explanations were suggested; micronuclei-bearing cells had severe DNA 
damage that induced apoptosis or that elimination of whole or broken chromosomes into 
micronuclei where the malfunctioning of gene expression in the micronuclei could trigger 
apoptosis. Contents of micronuclei are either expressed or not depending on the presence of 
Lamin B around the micronuclei (Utani et al., 2010).      
 
Cells treated with  bleomycin, an anticancer drug that induces DNA damage and DSBs, is 
reported to show a significant induction of MN (Luzhna, Kathiria, & Kovalchuk, 2013). In 
fact several anti-cancer therapeutics, of different chemotherapy classes lead to the induction 
of micronuclei, such as ionizing radiation (mainly clastogenic, but radiation-induced 
mutations may as well cause aneugenic micronuclei), vinca-alkaloids (mainly aneugenic), 
metals (both aneugenic and clastogenic, depending on the metal), anthracyclins (mainly 
clastogenic ),and DNA methylating agents/epigenetics-based drugs (aneugenic if 
hypomethylation is in centromeric regions; clastogenic if global hypomethylation leads to 
DNA DSBs) (Luzhna et al., 2013). Of relevance, ROS-inducing agents such as H2O2, also 
classified as clastogenic agents, show a surpalinear-cruve relationship between dose and 
micronuclei induction (Elhajouji, Lukamowicz, Cammerer, & Kirsch-Volders, 2011). DNA-
alkylating agents, have shown linear and non-linear dose-micronulcei induction responses in 
studies with different agents, suggested to be dependent on the type of DNA damage and the 
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efficiency of the corresponding repair pathway; as different DNA alkylating agents can be 
repaired by certain repair pathways among base excision repair (BER), mismatch repair 
(MMR), nucleotide excision repair (NER), or O6-methylguanine-DNA-methyltransferase 
(MGMT) (Elhajouji et al., 2011). This information put together, shows that for several 
genotoxic agents a linear dose-response can be observed, whether supralinear, sublinear, 
saturable or showing a threshold-response (no observed linear dose-response up to a certain 
threshold dose then a linear relationship is observed) (Huff & Melnick, 2001). 
Nedaplatin is expected to be a clastogenic agent based on its production of pt-DNA adducts 
that can cause both the stalling and collapse of replication forks, as well as its induction of 
DNA DSBs during the repair of interstrand pt-DNA adducts. The possibility however, have 
some of the induced micronuclei could be due to the inactivation of cellular checkpoint 
proteins or other proteins involved in the unfaithful segregation of chromosomes during 
mitosis, either by direct pt-protein interaction or inhibition of gene expression could exist. Of 
relevance, is a reported weak aneugenic effect of cisplatin in mouse oocytes in vivo where 
induction of aneuploidy was shown in 5% of cisplatin treated cells, where the percentage in 
control was 0%, and aneuploidy was assessed using karyotyping not MN, so aneugenic not 
clastogenic effects could be determined (Pligina, Zhanataev, Kulakova, Daugel-Dauge, & 
Durnev, 2017). Another study assessing the aneugenic effect of combination of cisplatin 
platinum-drug, etoposide and bleomycin (PEB) in spermatozoa from testicular tumor patients 
after chemotherapy, attributed the observed risk of aneuploidy to etoposide which interacts 
with topoisomerase II, whose activity is required for the dectaenation of sister and non sister 
chromatids, as cell line studies also using etoposide increased risk of aneuploidy. Bleomycin, 
while its main mechanism of action is induction of DSBs that cause structural chromosomal 
abnormalities shown in hamster primary embryonic cells and human lymphocytes, also 
showed abnormal chromosome segregation in yeast and Drosophila melanogaster, and the 
study did not support an aneugenic effect or risk for cisplatin, using evidence from earlier 
studies on male and female melanogaster germ cells (De Mas et al., 2001). This information 
places more weight for platinum drug induced  clastogenic effect compared to aneugenic 
effects, which can be used to extrapolate that the induction of micronuclei observed with 
nedaplatin in both free nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin is a result of direct targeting of 
DNA and used to support the successful delivery and importantly releaseof nedaplatin and 
distribution in the nucleus. While, still the possibility of micronuclei induction as an indirect 
effect of treatment with nedaplatin, for example due to the ROS-mediated effect of nedaplatin 
still holds as nedaplatin has been shown to increase cellular levels of ROS (L. Jiang et al., 
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2015; Y. Wang et al., 2012), which could act as a clastogenic agent as oxidizing agents such 
as H2O2 and KBrO3. However, two studies on the platination of DNA using nedaplatin, 
show that increased cytotoxicity with increasing concentrations of nedaplatin, correlate with 
increased nedaplatin-DNA adducts (Akaboshi, Kawai, Tanaka, Takada, & Sumino, 1999; 
Kawanishi et al., 2001). This shows that ND directly interacts with DNA, and can therefore 
directly cause chromosomal breaks apparent as micronuclei. This however, does not lead to a 
firm conclusion that the increase in platination, upon increasing concentrations, being directly 
responsible for micronuclei induction as the same correlation between oxaliplatin-DNA 
adducts and cytotoxicity has been reported, while DNA platination is not the mechanism for 
the drug's cytotoxicity and cell death was DNA-damage independent, so platinum-DNA 
adducts was thought to be irrelevant to the mechanism of action of oxaliplatin. However, 
structural similarity (identity) to cisplatin at physiological conditions within the cell, highly 
supports that nedaplatin, like well-studied cisplatin, can induce DNA damage which initiates 
a DNA damage response signaling apoptosis and the induced DNA damage can translate into 
DSBs as discussed in the following section, causing chromosomal breaks reflected in 
induction of micronuclei.    
 
Regarding the dose-response relationship with nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin treatment, 
a linear relationship was observed and while doses used were few (n=3), an increasing 
induction of micronuclei formation was observed with increasing drug dose in all cell lines. 
While there was an increase, the slope of increase at high concentrations was lower than that 
observed at low concentrations (figure 6), especially in MCF7 and A549, where for example 
in A549, the increase in slope of fold-change in micronucleus % normalized to control is 
much higher from 0.1 to 0.5 than from 0.5-2, from ND 0.1 to ND 0.5, the fold change 
increases from 1 to 3.9 (by a factor of 3,9), while from ND 0.5 to ND 2, the fold change 
increases from 3.9 to 10.6 (by a factor of 2.7); same with L0.1 to L0.5, the fold change 
increases from 5.57 to 10.57 (by a factor of 1.89), while from L0.5 to L 2, the fold change 
increases from 10.57 to 13.94 (by a factor of 1.32). This, along with the observation of the 
ratio of liposomal fold change in MNi induction normalized to control: free drug fold change 
normalized to control decreases with increasing doses, can be attributed to the observed 
phenomenon that the frequency of micronuclei formation increases with increasing doses of 
genotoxic agent until the concentration of test compounds becomes highly toxic, at which 
point the percentage of bi-nucleate cells with micronuclei actually begins to decline 
(Healthcare, n.d.). The concentration 2µg/ml, is considered high in relation to the observed 
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IC50 values estimated from MTT results, while BNCs at this concentration still showed an 
increase in MN% compared to the 0.5µg/ml concentration, the low slope of increase could be 
attributed to this reason. Furthermore, this high concentration could be past a certain 
threshold where further increases in concentration could account for little change in 
micronucleus induction. For example, polymicronucleated BNC cells can be observed with 
number of micronuclei up to 6, but it is not as common as BNC with 2,3 micronuclei even at 
high concentrations of drug, it can be considered rare to see BNCs with such a high number 
of micronuclei, and further chromosomal damage would not indefinitely translate into greater 
numbers of micronuclei, but to a greater percentage of cells with that average number of 
micronuclei. As seen with CBPI and binucleate:mononucleate ratios, the number of dividing 
cells (BNCs) at the 2 µg/ml, was very low, and hence screening and finding BNCs was more 
difficult therefore a lower number of BNCs were scored for calculating the MN%, this lower 
sample size could also contribute to the inaccuracy of the estimation of MN% at high 
concentrations. One additional possible suggestion to the similarity among liposomal 
nedaplatin and free nedaplatin-induced micronuclei at the 2 µg/ml, in A549 and MCF7, could 
be the possibility of mistaking apoptotic bodies found in BNCs for micronuclei, since at that 
concentration a high proportion of cellular population is thought to be apoptotic as supported 
by MTT results and studies that show that apoptosis-execution after platinum-based drugs 
peaks at 72-96 hours (Krajčí et al., 2000). However, while distinct characteristics of the 
nucleus exist differentiating a nucleus with polymicronuclei from a nucleus of an apoptotic 
cell, with the latter looking less perfectly rounded and intact, with wrinkles and lobules 
evident within the nucleus, it could still be a confounding factor as apoptotic bodies 
appearing near the nucleus and micronuclei are not distinguishable in their shape or size, as 
guidelines for scoring micronuclei encompass a wide range of sizes of micronuclei in 
comparison to the cell nucleus.        
 
DNA damage, DNA damage-response and induction of apoptosis 
When a replication fork is stalled by either platinum-based intrastrand or interstrand lesions, 
different repair pathways are called into action. In the case of bulky intrastrand lesions, which 
represent the majority of platinum-DNA cross links, the stalled replication fork triggers 
monoubiquitination of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), which recruits one or more 
Translesion Synthesis (TLS) polymerases that allow error-prone bypassing of the lesion. For 
interstrand crosslinks, however, which represent a low percentage of lesions but are far more 
cytotoxic, the lesions cannot simply be bypassed but an interplay between the three repair 
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pathways including TLS, Fanconi Anemia (FA) and homologous recombination (HR) is 
involved (Wagner & Karnitz, 2009). Furthermore, a major pathway for repairing ICLs 
involves the initial unhooking of the ICL by ERCC1-XPF endonuclease followed by 
homologous recombination (Clingen et al., 2008). 
Defects in these pathways dramatically sensitize cells to platinum agents, and these defects 
are frequently found in tumor cells (Wagner & Karnitz, 2009) Besides activating repair 
pathways, stalled replication forks also activate the Rad9-Hus1-Rad1-ATR-Chk1 signaling 
pathway which helps cells survive replication stress by delaying G2 exit, stabilizing the 
stalled replication fork and regulating DNA repair, as well as preventing firing of the origins 
of replication (Wagner & Karnitz, 2009).  
 It is generally accepted therefore that platinum-based drugs kill cancer cells by creating 
DNA lesions, which are most cytotoxic during S-phase, rationalized that these lesions are 
potent inhibitors of replication. Elevated frequencies of DSBs and chromosomal aberrations 
are reportedly observed 16-24 hours after cisplatin exposure (Shi et al., 2012).  
H2AX phosphorylation (gH2AX) occurs in response to replication fork damage caused by 
cisplatin-induced DNA lesions, probably interstrand cross links (Olive & Banàth, 2009). 
Several  lines of evidence indicate that interstrand cross links are important cytotoxic lesions 
(Olive & Banàth, 2009). Early kinetics of gH2AX formation in cell lines is uninformative 
about their sensitivity to cisplatin, while the number of or retention of gH2AX foci, 24 hours 
after treatment correlates with cell survival after treatment with transiting through S phase as 
a must (Olive & Banàth, 2009). Increase in the average number of gh2ax foci per nucleus of 
treated cells over time peaking within 16-24, is attributed to the transit of cells through S 
phase, where replication fork collapses could translate into DSBs identified by the DSB 
marker gH2AX.  Gh2ax is used as a highly sensitive and general marker of DNA damage 
induced by drugs such as platinum-based drugs and can be used as an indicator or predictor 
of cytotoxicity or viability after platinum-based treatment (Clingen et al., 2008). 
In this study, a dose dependent response between nedaplatin concentration and percentage of 
gh2ax positive cells (with >5 gh2ax foci per cell) was shown reflecting increased percentages 
of positive cells with higher drug concentrations, and by comparing to MTT results for these 
concentrations, gh2ax could be used as an indicator of cytotoxicity after treatment. 
A greater induction of DNA damage was observed with liposomal nedaplatin (figure 13), 
represented in higher percentages of cells with DSBs both in the short treatment experiment 
(1 hour) and longer treatment (24 hours), which ensures that drug encapsulation did not show 
slow drug release inside the cells. The longer duration of treatment, lead to greater DNA 
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damage induction for both arms explained by greater drug accumulation inside cells. The 
direct fixation experiment, shows that time after treatment is needed for the induction of 
DSBs, and that they are not direct products of nedaplatin treatment, as expected from 
platinum drugs, but arise indirectly over time as observed with cisplatin and probably 
requiring transit through S phase for replication fork collapse at the ICLs. Another conclusion 
from that experiment is that those concentrations do not induce apoptosis such quickly after 
treatment, and that apoptosis is probably DNA-damage response-dependent. A similar 
experiment has been conducted for oxaliplatin treated cells and pan-nuclear gh2ax staining, a 
pre-apoptotic signal, was shown relatively early after treatment after 1 hour of treatment 
while no significant change in gh2ax foci count/nucleus compared to control were detected 
whether 1 hour or at later time points, which supported that oxaliplatin induced apoptosis and 
cytotoxic effect is independent of a DNA damage response (Bruno et al., 2017).      
 
Gh2ax and pan nuclear staining 
Co-staining for gh2ax and 53BP1 allowed the identification of three categories of nuclei; 
nuclei with big foci of co-localizing gh2ax and 53bp considered DSBs, nuclei with a greater 
number of smaller gh2ax foci with a subset of them co-localizing with 53BP1 that subset also 
counted as DSBs, and nuclei with a uniform intense pan-nuclear staining of gh2ax with no 
distinct foci for either gh2ax or 53bp. These categories are identical to those observed after 
UV-damage induction in human fibroblast cell lines. The category having a sub-population of 
co-localiziing gh2ax and 53BP1, as well as an additional number of gh2ax foci with no co-
localizing 53BP1 could represent stalled but unbroken replication forks during replication , 
subject to further processing that does not include 53BP1. 
Pan nuclear gh2ax staining has been investigated in several studies and demonstrated to 
represent a pre-apoptotic signal that precedes and parallels percentage of apoptotic cells. It 
occurs during the S phase and this global phosphorylation of gh2ax was shown to be essential 
for caspase-activated DNase (CAD)-mediated nucleosomal DNA fragmentation during 
apoptosis (de Feraudy, Revet, Bezrookove, Feeney, & Cleaver, 2010). Enhanced apoptotic 
effect was observed with liposomal nedaplatin at the same concentrations as free nedaplatin, 
and a dose-dependent reponse was observed for both. As a pre-apoptotic marker, DAPI-
stained nuclei of these cells (figure 13) did not appear as changed as those observed at the 
late stages of apoptosis, appearing as wrinkled and lobulated nuclei (figures 9, 10, and 12) 
discussed above. Again, pan-nuclear staining results mirror an increasing cytotoxicity at the 
higher concentrations and in liposomal nedaplatin-treated cells compared to free ND. 
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Signaling for apoptosis in addition to the apoptotic morphological changes in experiments of 
longer set up (figures 9 and 10), show that in these cell lines A549, MCF7 and U2OS, 
nedaplatin-induced cell death is mainly through apoptosis. While this is reported to be the 
case for several platinum drugs, the main cell death mechanism is also thought to be cell line 
dependent as in earlier studies on nedaplatin cytotoxicity in cell lines of different origin 
(mesenchymal vs. ectodermal), it was demonstrated that nedaplatin triggers different signal 
transduction pathways for cell death induction among cells of different origins where necrosis 
was found to be the main mechanism for nedaplatin-induced cell death in ectodermal 
glioblastoma cell line (Sunaga et al., 1998).  Put together, with higher nedaplatin doses, 
which also refers to free nedaplatin and liposomal nedaplatin at same concentrations, a dose-
response pattern was found between cytotoxicity and MN induction, cytotoxicity and DNA 
DSBs, and cytotoxicity and GH2AX pan nuclear staining representing three approaches for 
demonstrating stronger anti-cancer activity for liposomal nedaplatin in comparison to free 
drug. These three approaches have great experimental support in the literature to be 
correlated with cytotoxicity. 
 
7. Conclusion and future work 
This study was set out to explore the potential use of a liposomal delivery system as carrier 
for anti-cancer drug targeting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use 
nedaplatin, a promising second generation platinum drug approved and heavily used in Japan, 
in what can also be considered a second generation PEGylated liposomal form with 
promising physicochemical properties. The evaluation and comparison of drug efficacy 
showed superiority of liposomal nedaplatin compared to the free form in terms of anti-
proliferation, chromosomal damage, DNA DSB damage and induction of apoptosis in all 
three cell lines studied with varying sensitivities. A549 was shown to be most sensitive to 
liposomal nedaplatin treatment, followed by MCF7 and the least sensitive was U2OS, which 
was significantly more resistant to the free drug showing the potential for liposomal 
nedaplatin in anti-cancer treatment. Chromosomal and DNA damage most likely reflect 
successful liposomal drug release and delivery to the nucleus, the expected molecular target 
for platinum drugs. While apoptosis has been identified as the main cellular response to ND 
treatment, the induction of a DNA DSB damage response and the production of DNA DSBs 
has not been experimentally validated or reported before. While results indirectly implicate a 
higher cellular accumulation of nedaplatin when encapsulated in liposomes, and also a higher 
nuclear accumulation, Mass Spectrophotometry for accurate quantification of total platinum 
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per unit number of treated cells, and per unit weight of extracted DNA is required to further 
clarify the fate of the liposome in terms of cellular uptake and cellular distribution. 
Moreover,a timeline of platinum accumulation in cells post treatment with free and liposomal 
nedaplatin, as well as the timeline for drug release and distribution within the cell in 
cytoplasm or nucleus is needed to understand the kinetics of drug release inside the cell and 
what are the possible interactors at each point, relating this information to observed 
cytotoxicity. The formation of DSBs, is considered a first step in characterizing the 
mechanism of action and genotoxicity of ND within the cells, other DNA damage lesions 
would be interesting to quantify in both treatments to have a bigger picture of the damage and 
not be narrowing down damage to one kind, even though it is expected to be the most 
hazardous.    
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Appendix A 
Characterization of Liposomal formulations using zeta sizer Nano series 
 
Table 2.  Characterization of physicochemical properties of liposomes (LP) void and (LP-
ND) Liposomal Nedaplatin  
 
Sample Size (nm) ± SD PDI   ± SD Zeta potential (mV)  ± SD %EE ± SD 
LP 150.3 ± 1.367 0.084± 0.020 -40.72 ± 0.0638          - 
LP-ND 143.8 ± 2.836 0.039±0.007 -33.567±1.331    88.81%  ± 0.384    
 
SD=Standard deviation 
PDI= polydispersity index  
EE%=Encapsulation Efficiency 
 
Table 3. Liposomal drug lipid composition 
 
 Drug:Lipid ratio Lipid molar ratios 
(DSPC: DSPE: MPEG-2000-DSPE: Cholesterol) 
LP 0 1.00:0.100:1.10:0.80 
LP-ND 167:304 1.00:0.100:1.10:0.80 
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Figure 1. Nuclear morphological changes in Cisplatin-treated C6 Glioma cells.undergoing apoptosis. 
Reference: 
Krajčí, D., Mareš, V., Lisá, V., Španová, A., & Vorlíček, J. (2111). Ultrastructure of nuclei of cisplatin-
treated C6 glioma cells undergoing apoptosis. European Journal of Cell Biology, 79(5), 365–376. 
https://doi.org/10.1078/S0171-9335(04)70041-2 
 
 
